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PADUCAH, KY., THURSDAY MORNING, JULY 26, 1906,Itte,74,11t1.1:81.*.
POLITICAL POT
/ • SIMMERING
IN FACT IS ALMOST A BOIL-
ING POINT AT LEX-
INGTON.
DECLARED THAT OLLIE JAMES
WILL BE NAMED FOR BOVERNOR
'PO OPPOSE HAGER AND HAYES
BOTH OF WHOM HAVE
ALREADY AN-
NOUNCED.
-Gov. Beckham and Friends Hold Im-
portant So:retet Conference in
Lexington Yesterday
Afternoon.
Lexington. Ky., July 25.--A cons
ferepce between. Croy. Beckham and
his local manaer, Louts Des Cog-
nets, v4hich was attended by several
of the party 'casters. inchubing Percy
./.1kirgan Chinn, Secretary of
State IL V. MkChesney, Judge R00-
ert Stout, Nfose Kaltman and ?dayhr
.T. A. Combs. was held in Des Celt-
-wets' office here yeiterdaycl While
none of those in the conference - would
divulge its nature, it is hinted that
nutters of grave importance touching
on the governor's race against Sen-
ator McCreary were discussed.
Gov. Beckham, accompanied by
Secretary MicChesney and Morgan
Chinn. State Senator Newman, of
Versailles, and several Woodford
county pol ticians. reaohed this city
at 4 o'clock from Georgetown, where
the governor made a brief &Aires's on
the opening of the Elks' fair. They
• vrere met here byl Des Cognets, Percy
• Haly, Mayor Constia and several of
the lin-mentor's close friends, and all
of them with itlw exception of Sen-
ator Newman and the other Wood-
ford county politicians. repaired at
once to the or:Irate office of Mr. Des
Cognet& in the City Bank building
where they remained until the ar-
rival of the train for Frankfort.
Political Situation Acute.
The political situation has reached
an acute stage in this city and county
during the past few weeks snee the
alleged split of the party leaders at
Frankfort. and the one question now
being asked here is, Will Mr. Des
Cognets he able to deliver the votes
of Payette canny to Gov. Beckham?
County Jude liullack is said to
(Continued on new Five.)
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▪ DARING CHAUFFEUR
SAVES THREE LIVES +
• + + + + + + +
Narragasett Pier, R. I., July 25—
One of the most (Varies,: feats evse
seen in these pats was performed by
Ned Crane, chauffeur and racer for
P. F. Cillier, this afternoon, when
he jumped from his machine into an
auto running wild at a twenty-five
mile clip and brought the mach'ne
under contra', thus saving three lives
Crane, who is an expert racer, hay-
inrg made & record in a thousand-mile
endurance race from New York to
Cleveland, was on his way from Col-
lier's villa to the garage when he
came upon' a machine going in the
same direction and for some time ran
behind it, but finally turned out to
pass. As he did so he saw the chauf-
feur reel forward, thus, leaving the
machine without a guiding •hatadl
The auto was running at a twenty-
five mile clip, and Crane at once saw
the perilous position of the three
women occupants. He brought his
machine to the side of the other
turned) over the power and made a
wild dash for the auto running wild
Landing safely, 'he quickly brought
tihe machine to a standstill, just in
time to save it from dashing against
a tree.
The auto belonged to R. N. Wil-
liams of New Yo*, and in it were
Mira. Haas and two other women.
EARLY MORNING BLAZE
This morning about 1:30, Dr. Red-
dick, who resides on Seventh street,
between Washington and Clark,
chanced to look out his window and
saw a bright blaze in the kitchen of
the house next door.
The house is a small frame cottage
owned by Mr. Jake Biederman, but
rented to Mr. A. K. Purdy, book-
keeper for the Aberaham H. Weil In-
surance Co. Mr. Purdy and wife are
away on vacation.
Dr. Reddick notified the central
fire station and the department re-
sponded promptly.
The fire had gained considerable
headway and nearly all of the furni-
ture was lost.
The loss will be probably $1.500
partly covered by insurance. The
orgin of the fire is unknown.
Got Pig on Again.
Kate Beasley. colored, was arrested
in North Sdle last night by Officers
Rogers' and Hessian and looked up on
the charge of being drunk and dis-
orderly. She was arrested for being
drunk) several days ago, and gave
bond for her appearance at the trial
that was set for today. Now before
rhe first charge could be heard, she
got another jag aboard.
A YOUNG "FINANCIER"
COMMITS SUICIDE
WAS KNOWN AS A "SMART' YOUNG MAN, BUT WAS USING
OTHER PEOPLE'S MONEY IN TAKING "FLYERS," AND HAD
GOTTEN AWAY WITH TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS.
Chicago, July 25.-.--When Fred S.
Broberg of Monmouth, standing in, a
small boat moored in the middle IA
Lake Calumet, fiered a ballet into his
brain Monday night he confessed to
the defeat of his ambitious schemei.
to become a Napoleon of finance.
Knowledge that detection and dis-
grace had overtaken him in his home
town, together with the fact that he
had squaadered the $to,000 which had
cost him his reputation, are restiOn-\
• 0,1 able for Broberg's act.
A week ago Broberg was a com-
mission broker at Monmouth and
what is known aa a amart" young
man. Ile was intrusted with import-
ant buying commissions and was
reputed to be wealthy. Last night
his body, unidentified by the police,
occupied a slab in a West Pullman
morgue and the authorities were
making preparations to bury him at
the expense of the county. That
Broberg wished to be, buried in an
unmarked grave is apparent from the,
fact that he took extraordinary pre-
cautions to remove every identifying
mark from his clothing before dis-
charging the pistol bullet into his
brain.
Preferred Death to Exposure.
The story of 'Broberg's downfall ti
as old as the story of commercial am-
bition, which prompts a man to an-
ticipate legitimate returns of effoa
111
4
by taking an occasional "flyer" with
'other people's money. Broberg was
I not so acute as he was reputed to bein Monmouth and he failed to recoup
his losses. Threatened with arrest
exposure by his victims, Broberg
pkeferred a suicide's death.
The first intimation as to his ident-
ity was conveyed to the police late
last night when Oscar E. Broberg of
5439 Lake avenue telephoned that he
believed the body to he that of his
brother. .
Aimed to Shine in Society.
In addition to being one of the
most promlsing young business men
cf the town Broberg was socially am-
bitious, was fastidious and fond of
dress and had cut qquite a figure. The
scale of expenditures which he prac-
ticed and which he considered neces-
sary to maintain his position is said
to have been responsible for his first
unsuccessful ventures. Debts accum-
ulated and, then he .began to avail
himself of the funds placed in his
posession by local traders.
Whether he sought out his brother
after his arrival in Chicago in the
hope that he might 'secure funds to
protect him from his creditors could
not be ascertained last night. It is not
known whether any friend saw him
from the time when he boarded a
train for Chicago on Sunday night
following the closoing of his office by
constablea.
Sue Eggleston's Resort, Where
Quarrel Ending in Mix's Death
Started, Has Been Broken Up
CrirEF JAMES COLLINS HAD HER TO DISPOSE OF HER FURN-
ITURE AND CLOSE THE HOUSE, WHILE THE DISSOLUTE
INMATES ALL SOUGHT REFUGE IN THE SURROUNDING
BAWDY ESTABLISHMENTS ON WEST COURT STREET.
Realizing ,that conditions demanded
immediate action, Chief of Police
Collins issued sweeping orders yes-
terday morning regarding the .hou,ses
conducted by disreputable women.
He hopes to effect much good, in this
respect and tlhe initial stop was tak-
en as to the bavadly house of Sue Eg-
gleston on West Court street. The
chief closed this place as tight as
possible and caused' the inmates to
scatter .
It W23 in Sue Eggleston's place that
John Mix and Farley McCord had
their fight Monday night, and which
fistcuff wan the origin of the trouble
that resulted in Mix being fatally
Shot afterwards. 'Chief Collins yes-
terday said that the Eggleston wom-
an was raised in Mechanicsburg and
Jersey', and that he learns she makes
a practice of letting small boys of
that portion of the city n partcular
and everywhere in general, congregate
at her house to intermingle with the
dissolute women she (houses. Yester-
day the chief went out himself and
told her she would have to close up
the "joint' as it was becoming en-
tirely too notorious. Taking the ad-
vice she proceeded to do so. She had
bought a piano upon the time pay-
ment plan, and the musical dialler
was telephoned for and came after the
instrument. The second 'hand deal-
ers then bought in most of her house-
hold effects, and it did not take long
for the place to be weeded out, and
they Wet* to different other houses
in that section to be card for.
Th Eggleston woman is married,
and she and her bosirand own a num-
ber of pices of property around over
the city. Her place Ilia's been quite
a centering, point for the young fel-
lows of the community.
At a member of points over the city
there reside in houses, in clusters
of two and three, dissolute females,
who ply their nefarious vocation right
in the midst of respectable communi-
ties. Although disorder does not
prevail to a great extent at theie
private places, still the constant corn-
ing and: going of mien in hacks is ob-
jectionable to the good people around.
The man objections come frotn the
northern portion of the city below
Trimble street where a number of
the colonies exist. Yesterday Chief
Colins told the police in these distrcts
to call upon the propietors of these
places Where there is more than one
female, and inform them they must
get out, all except the female owning
oe'occupytig the house. By scatter-
ing these people so that not more
than one woman 's in a house, this
reduces the objections to a minimum
from the standpoint of protestation
based upon congregations of several
in; any one Once. • - 'FRISCO INSURERS SO NOT!-
'Chief Cjollins said tt seemed to PIED BY PHOENIX ROYAL
bona that bawdy, houses would. exist OF VIENNA.
forever, and be believed it a good idea
for all of them to be centered upon
West Court street, their present lo-
cation. because 4 those out there
were broke up and run off the two
blocks, they would settle in some
respectabk portion of the city and be
a continuous source of objection. If
they can be run orderly he thinks
West 'Gout the best place, but be-
lieves in breaking them up 1 they
get too "rank," hide the Eggleston
place.
VOL 23, NO. 72
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+ MRS. SAGE FEARS
GRAVE ROBBERS.
••.•
+ + + + + + + + +
New York, July 2.—ET:C.'fd :1-1
v,ithin a solid mahogany comn, the
body of Russell Sage will today be
placed in ,a chilled steel case ?bur
inches thick, riveted with steel bolts,
locked with a lock which can only be
cpened from the inside and lowered
into a grave carpeted and lined with
evergreens on which the clods will
be heaped -and the mound built. The
steel case weights three tons. It was
shipped to Oakland cemetery, Troy,
yesterday.
Immediately after the steel box and
the contents are lowered into the
gtasse, electrical connections will be
made and wires will be strung so that
an immediate alarm will be given if
zuy attempt is made to tamper with
the remains. The extraordinary
efforts to thwart attempts by grave
robbers were sanctioned by Mrs.
Sage and her closest advisers.
Mrs. Sage, it is said, has had a
dread of a violation of sepulture ever
since the stealing of the body of A.
T. Stewart, and she readily consented
to the proposal for safe-guarding the
g-ave of her husband.
Samuel Gompers Issues
Political Edict to Union Men
DECLARES FRIENDS OF WORKINGMEN MUST BE ELECTED
HEREAFTER—URGES ORGANIZATION TO CRUSH MONEY
POWER IN LEGISLATION.
Washington, July 25.—From the
headquarters of the American '
Federation of Labor Samuel
Gompers has issued an edict I
instructing union men and all the
great army of American labor to gird
itself for war against capital and thel
trusts and fill congress and all the
ether offices of the nation, states and
cities with friends of the working-
men.
Gompers has issued his campaign
programme following his recent
threat, uttered to Speaker Cannon, to
clean congress of its members who
have balked every measure offered in
the interests of labor and, therefore,
the proposed course of labor in poli-
tics is based' on the allegation that
Fttle attention has been paid to the
enactment of laws prepared by organ-
i.ted labor and presented to congress,
"for the relief of those wrongs and
the attainment of those rights to
which labor and the common people
are justly entitled and which are es-
sentially necessary to their welfare."
Is Nonpartisan Movement
The council issues a word of cau-
tion that the movement must not de-
generate into a scramble for office,
but that it shoulld be a determined
effort absolutely free from partiban-
ship of every name and character to
secure the legislation deemed neces-
sary and essential to the welfare and
happiness of all the people.
It is expressly stated that where a
congressman or state legislator has
proved himself a tine friend to the
rights of labor he should be sup-
ported and no candidate nominated
against him. The programme de-
clares that laboring men should elimi-
nate the system of party bossism and
vote independently, regardless of
(Ckint inued on Page Five.)
GOVERNOR FOLK, OF MISSOURI, MAY
ENFORCE LID AT POINT OF BAYONET
St. Louts, July 25.--St. Louis
County may yet see the state militia
on guard at its various saloons and
summer gardens on the Sabbath, ac-
cording to rumors afloat yesterday in
the county and in Jefferson City.
Repeated violatiolis of the lid law
have, it is said, convinced Gov. Folk
that the time for talking is past, and
that the only way to teach county
saloonkeepers a practical lesson is to
have the state soldiery bivouac in
fiont of their doors.
Announcement to this effect from
Jefferson City may be made today,
according to dispatches to The Re-
public last night. Gov. Folk received
the usual report yesterday morning
about the county situation, and held
a lengthy conference with Assistant
Attorney General N. T. Gentry.
Ominously Silent. •
For the first time the governor re-
fused to make a definite statement as
to his plans, which was taken by the
knowing ones to mean that drastic
action will now be taken.
The quo warranto proceedings
aeamst the corporations running
summer gardens will be instituted
,some time this week, but this will
only be insident to the crusade. The
summer-garden saloons are only a
small fraction of the number in the
county, and, even though their char-
ters should be forfeited, there would
be nothing to prevent reorganization
under another name.
There are 165 saloons in the coun-
ty, and a great number have at least
their back doors open on Sunday. A
regiment of militia contains 88o men,
and it is said to be the intention to
station from four to ten soldiers in
the front and rear of each saloon on
Sundays.
The expense of maintaining the
miliea will be borne by the county.
A number of militiamen have al-
ready requested the assignment in
anticipation of the governor's action.
The services of Battery A as a body
were tendered to the governor last
summer and the tender has not been
W'thdrawn. It is probable that it










JIM DOOLIN TESTIFIED THAT
MIX DID ASSAULT ACCORD
IN THE YARD OF
GRAHAM'S SALOON.
Doolin Also Said That He "Took a
Walk" When Commanded to Do
So At Point of Pistol by
Anderson.
"We, the jury, being regularly
einpaneled and duly sworn, find that
the dead body viewed by us as John
PAY NONE OF ITS LOSSES 
Mix, and that he came to his death
Isy a pistol shot in the hands of 
ero Anderson at about 11 o'clock p.
m., on the night of July 23, 1906, in
the rear of Charles Graham's saloon
at the corner of Ninth and Kentucky
avenue in Paducah, Ky.
Signed—A. W. Townsend, Harvey
DI. Phillips, S. B. Pryor, Ed Hensen,
M. J. Michaelson, W. W. Brune.
The above is the verdict brought In
yesterday by the jury at the inquest!
held by Coroner Frank Eaker for the
purpose of investigating the death of
John Mix, who died Tuesday night as
t.!sult of being shot Monday evening
!n the rear yard of Charles Graham's
saloon on Ninth and Kentucky
avenue. The inquest was held at the
Guy Nance undertaking establishment
on South Third street, where the re-
mains were taken from the hospital
Monday night, prepared for burial,
and then transferred to the family
srterseidetence yesterday, cot South Fourth
There were only three witnesses
before the inquest, Ed Scott, Pan
Lydon and Jim Dooliat, Scott isid be
and Mix were in Sae Eggleston's re-
sort, and Mix was eating a ham-
burger when they met Anderson, Mc-
Cord and others. Mix jerked a
bottle of whiskey from McCord's
pocket, they had a few words, and
(Signed) "W. WEITT, Delegate." Scott took the booze and returned it
"WM. KELDAY, Adjuster." to MeCord. The latter then invited
all to drink, and they did so. Miis
The John S. Hopkins COMM in and McCord began quarreling again,
from Evansville today and 'skips out
immediately on her return that way. (Clorrtinued on Page Five.)
low•••••••••••
trict annual cdtiference of the Metho-
dist church started at Barlow, below
I,ere on the Cairo djvision of the
Illinois Central railroad, and The
Register's report sent in last night
showed it to be one of the largest
and most interesting gatherings ever
held by the body for many years.
There arc in attendance several hun-
dred delegates, including many Padu-
cahans, whi4 tithis are added sev-
eral hundredrs, which combine
to tax the capacity of that flourishing
little city..
The conference was called to order
yesteteiay morning by Presiding
Elder J. W. /Blackard of this city, and
he found an unusually large number
in their seats. The sessionis being
conducted in the new Methodist
church of that city, and the first hour
or two yesterday was taken up in or-
ganizing,, for the meeting, when the
delegates then got down to business,
hearing most excellent reports from the conference.
the diaerent congregations in the
the conference, showing that 
The 
sit ranter Clyde skipped
churches are flourishing and rapidly,
building. upward. 
yesterday for the Tennessee r
She conies back next ;Minn day ts g ht
The conference will be brought to The steamer Kentucky gets out of
a close this evening, and arrange- I the Tennessee river late tonight and
ments have been made by which to-, lays here until 5 rs'ellicle Saturday af"
morrow the people of Barlow will ternoon before skipping away on het
take vehicles and carry all the deleireturn trip.
San Francisco, July 25.—The
Phoenix Royal Insurance company of
Vienna, which carried about $2,500,-
000 insurance in this city, has decided
not to pay any loss growing out of
the conflagration of last April. The
company's policies carried an earth-
quake clause. The following official
notice was issued by the delegate
sent .from the home office and the ad-
juster.
"To the Claimants of the Austrian
Phoenix Royal Imperial Insurance
cimpany of Vienna, Austria:
"We wish to convey to you the in-
structions received from the home
office of this company of Vienna,
Austria viz.:
"That all claims which have been
tiled against this company by reason
of the earthquake which occurred on
the morning of April 18, 1906, are in-
valid, as ill policies of this city be-
came null and void wholly respon-
sible for the conflagration that fol-
lowed:
MAMMOTH ATTENDANCE AT
BARLOW M. E. CONFERENCE
GATHERING CONVENED YESTERDAY MORNING, AND UPON
Al),JOURNMENT THIS EVENING, ALL GO OUT FOR A BIG
BARBECUE AT LAKES TOMORROW—THE REGISTER RE-
CEIVED COMPLIMENTARY MENTIO#NI FOR ITS GOOD
WORK.
Yesterday morning Paducah dis- gates and visitors out to the aearbx
iakes, where will be given one of the 1\
biggest barbecires ever held in the
history of that section. Yesterday,
the people began cooking for thi
great feast, and it is expected that
iully 1,000 people will be there.
The reports sent In last evening
show that yesterday during the
.:peeches made by the ministers and
others in attendance, The Register
came in for many appreciative com-
ments, as the speakers dwelt at
length upon the determination of this
paper to build up a better citizenship.
and weed out immorality, debauchery
and wickedness not only of this city,
but of the entire section of the
country. Along this line talks were
made of the paper's work by Rev. T.
J. Newell, Colonel Bud Dale and
other ministers and laymen who are
attending the gathering, their appre-
ciation of the good work being sym-
pathized with by all participating in
St 'Sa
-••••••••••••••".




MARY LANIDOR CLAIMS BADLY
INJURED BY FALLING IN-
TO DEEP DITCH.







Remaing Warrant Against William
Stanford Comes Up Today in
Court of Justice
Emery.
Marion Uinder yesterday filed suit
in the circuit court against the City
of Paducah, The Southern iBtulithic
company, and Contractors Robertson
& Gardner, for $5000 damages. She
claims that June 1, 7906, while walking
along Kentucky avenue near Sixth
street, she fell into one of the open
ditches that had been excavated' by
the street contractors in reconstruct-
ing that public thoroughfare. Her
arm is still crooked, while she 611-S-
tained other injuries, and claims the
people responsible for the condition
of the street are to blame for the ac-
cident. Defendants are made of the
city and all contractors in order to
reach the right one.
••••
Wants Divorce.
Wil Adams filed —suit yesterday
against NItamie Adams for divorce _911
the ground chat she abandoned him.
They were married during 1903, and
he contend; she left him July la, 1905.
Menard Will.
Yesterday there was probated in the
county court the will of the late Mrs.
Augustine Menard, who died several
weeks ago at their home three miles
from the city on the Cairo pike.
The will was written November
25, 18ot, and signature of deceased
witnessed by Q. Q. Quigley. In the
document Mrs. Menard' put all her
property in trust in the bands of her
son, Steven Mienard. She directs that
•• -eal. he used -dtwating
ally her grandchildren, Louis and
Marie Menard. children of Steven Me-
rani When the grandchildren be-
come of age the unused rents and
prifits are to be divided between An-
na Marie Menard, daughter of Augus-
tine Menard, and who is now Sister
Marie of Nazareth Convent. This
daughter gets ;half and Steven Me-
nand children. Louis and Marie. get
the other half equally divided into
fourths If the daughter Anna Marie
dies, her half goes to the son Steven
Menard.
Stanford Case.
This. afternoon Justice Charles Em-
ery takes up the remaimng warrant
against William Stanford. who is ac-
cused of selling liquor without a li-
cense at the refreshment stand :le
conducted just outside the main en-
trance to Wallace park. Stanford
was fined $75 last week for permitting
disorderly characters to frequent his
cdace, and now the other warrant
comes up. He has sold out to Will
Greek since the charges were lodged
against
Woman Warranted.
Justice Emery warranted Molie
Bowland yesterday on the charge of
using profane language .towards Rosa
Artereeen isei in "-Careen" Ole negro
settlement to the smith end of Me-
nicsburg. Constable Shelton ar-
rested the Bowland. woman whose
ease is set for trial Saturday.
Appraisers Selected.
Jolla Ellis, F.xllward Downing and
J. 11. White have been appointed ap-
praisers to value the estate of Mary
E. World.
Charles E. Jennings, Saunders
Fowler and Wiliam M Reike have
been named the appraisers for the
Eldimundl P. Noble estate.
Chicago, July a5 —A which
promises vast sums in 'Lack taxe,
from all the elevated roads and from
tile Marshall Field estate :s under
way. be city, after being successful
in a suit to quash the injuntction
which t‘as gtanted to the elevated
roaldis restraining the county treasurer
from collecting taxes from the roads
on the basis of the valuation previ-
°ugly assessed byl either the state
,board of equalizafon or by the coun-
ty board. will ask the board of re-
view to fix valuation on the roads
from 1902, the year in Which the in-
junction wtas granted, up to this year.
Willer, such valuatnns are returned
the road is will he fought for back
taxes. which the city declares to have
been $70,oco for the year of tow and
of varying amount" from $75,000 to
$15o,000 for each of the succeeding
four years.
Taxes running up into the millions
will be assessed aganst the Field es-
tate, beginning with .1899, the year
in which the present state revenue
law wag passed, up to the present
year.
Vast Increase in Field Estate.
It was declared yesterday by Presi-
dent Upham of the reviewng board
that the total assessed back taxes on
the Field estate would be in the
neighborhood of $too,000,000. The
bill for the assessment for each year
being taken according to the property
then in the assessable ptrsorrality of
the estate. The estimate furnished
by Upham rtpresents the amount of
the total assessment plus the annual
penalty for failure to file schedule
and the interest on the various year-
/1y amounts added at to oper cent.
The same exaction will take place in
the case of the elevated roads as far
as it applies to their case; a penalty
for non-filing of schedule where
such has been the case and the in-
terest at TO per cent. as in the case
of the Field estate.
The story involved in the case of
the elevated roads is peculiar and
may be productive of no little friction
before it is firraltly adjusted. Corpora-
tion Counsel Lewis- expects to set a
prelim.nary date with the board of
review after the hearing of the case
on the traction taxes, which come up
today before the board of reviews at
4 o'clock. No date has been set for
final action on the Field estate, but
's expected that the matter will he
closed late this week or early next.
Extent of Fight ProblematicaL
As to any fight over the matter be-
ing made in the courts, that is prob-
lematical. as the attitude of the trus-
tees m the cage has not been &term,
ined to a sufficient extent to justify
an inference other than that the man
f•ight of the -estate under the guidance
of Attorney William G. Beale will be
&recited against the assessment and
collection of back taxes. That the
board is bound to exact the back
taxes from the estate there is not a
0124)W of doubt. and both the board's
attorney. Mr. Duncan, and Corpora-
tion Counsel Lewis say that there is
not the slightest doubt of the board's
right to assess and collect back taxes.
This is the suppostion on which the
case against the elevated railroad
companies will be fought.
Figures regarding the values of the
Field estate are also in possess on of
the board, and if the matter is not
expeditiously settled on the part of
the trustees and their attorney the
board will assess according to the
informafon alreadly in its possession
included in which is the list recenily
submitted. by Mr. Beale. which brings
the assessable persona property up
to over $,s0000,000. In a letter so
the board. of rev•ew yesterday r
Beale ronipla ns that an assessment
in excess of the $17,500.000 which w is
returned, by the assessors would
"work a gross injustice to the estate."
ELEVEN MILLION
DEAD LETTERS
1 The postofficc department at
Washington is now sending out cards
upon which is printed the form of
address to be used in mailing all let-
ters and postal cards. All dead let-
ters returned to the writers /ill con-
eain one of these cards, and it is
hoped in this way to educate the
writer to an extent sufficient to en-
able them to address tiler correspon-
cence in the proper manner and thus
-avoid the loss of so much mail mat-
i ter that *s not so addressed and has
Pronerty Sold. not the name of the writer in the
Propertv in Woodville, this c-tiintv corner.
has been brought by' Guy Shaw from ' If the model form is followed, the
Qunnie Lanier for $175 and the deed latter will be at least returned to the
fled for record with the county clerk writer if it fails to reach its destina-
3festerday. 'tion.
E. 0. Broyles transferred to M. I It is surprising to note that more
'T. Broyles for $r and other consider- than it,000,000 pieces of mail matter
. ations property on the North side were sent to the division of dead let-
of Wkst Tennessee street • ters last year, a large portion of
Property in the county was trans- which could not be delivered merely
ferred by C. Gillen and others to. on account of carelessiness in writing
A. Houser, pursuant to judgments of the addresses.
the circuit court in the suit of A:





Judge Lightfoot yesterday con-
tinued until next Tuesday the fifteen
-warrants c-harging Tosenh Wood, Will
Greek and Mrs. Will Greek, with sell-
ing liquor without a license. and also
selling to minors, at their refresh-




The form advises that ink be used
at all times, and that the name and
address of the sender be pleed in the
upper left hand corner of the card or
envelope. In many instances it is not
' lack of knona-ledge so much as 'care-
lessness that causes letters to go to
the dead letter division, and it is
hoped that the card will serve as a
reminder as well as an educator in
th's manner.
OF
After Resting Up He Will Engage in
Pharmaceutical Manufacturing,
While His Assistants Con-
duct College.
Prof. William C. Strong, Ph. G.,
founder of Paducah Central, the busi-
ness college situated at 3o6 Broadway
has turned over the management of
that institution to Prof. 1'. C.
Mitchell Batchelor of Accounting,
who, in connection with Mr. Chas. M.
Thomas, its secretary and treasurer,
and Miss Mary--- Whobrey the
efficient teacher of shorthand and
touch typewriting, who so ably as-
sisted Prof. Strung in the up-building
of the institution are now to conduct
it. Prof. Strong has ably selected the
college personel; Mr. Thomas being
one of his early pupils who went
into the business world and put into
actual practice his knowledge of
shorthand, typewriting, and book-
keeping for a long time, and who had
previously been a school teacher, is
well qualified to teach in any branch
of the institution, as is also Miss
Mary E. VVhobrey, who after gradua-
tion in bookkeeping and stenography
at another prominent institution, had
also practiced her profession in the
business world before assuming her
position at Paducah-Central. Prof.
T. C. Mitchell, who holds the degree
cf Batchelor of Accounts, was form-
erly for more than a year, an ac-
countant in the "Head" office of the
I C. Ry., at Chicago and afterward
for two years bookkeeper for a three
million dollar corporatton in Chicago,
has for three years been principal of
the West Tennessee College School
of Business es also a stenographer of
ability.
Prof. Strong who now leaves the
institution and who assures the public
that it is in able hands and with a
higher teaching force per capita of
ttendance than hitherto, expects to
take a needed rest, and afterward en-
gage in the business of manufacturing
pharmacist, in Paducah, in the hope
that if successful he may endow and
add a department of pharmacy to
Paducah-Central whose policy has
been to adhere to those branches
which fit the student for earning a
1-velihood and if possible finally
establish all such branches, manual
training, engineering, etc. In thus
severing his connection with the in-
stitution, and transferring his pecuni-
ary interest, to take up his new task.
Prof. Strong assures the public that
the institution he has established and
cherished still remains an object of
his affection and that while he will
take no further active part at the Col
lege he will nevertheless remain its
advisor and cooperator. A very in-
teresting history of the magnitude of
work accomplished by the institution
the past three years and of the suc-
cess of its pupils will be contained in
a beautiful catalogue, now in press, a
CC py of which may be had for the
asking. -Some modern and expensive
office appliances, and seven new
Remin'aton machines have recently
been added to the already magnifi-
cent equipment of this institution. It
is understood that the night school
in shorthand and typwriting, whiclr
re-opens each fall, will be again con-
ducted by Miss Elizabeth Strong. sii-
ter of the founder; assisted by Prof.'
Mitchell.
NOTICE TO PARENTS!
Please take notice that we will
prosecute the parents of .all childrer,
large and small, caught further dam-
againg and destroying our property
on the corner of Clements and Farley
streets
JAKE BIEDERMAN GROCERY St
BAKING CO.
Almost every- coal dealer claims
his coal is the best but there is only
one coal that can prove it. The Pitts-
burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both
phones No. 3. James J. O'Donnell,
General Manager.
+ ++ + + + + + + ++ + + + +
+ PRIEST WILL WAR
ON WARD HEELERS. +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Chicago, July 25—"The church peo-
ple of Chicago must see that the
reign of ward heelers and political
tricksters comes to an end if they
save the growing generation."—The
Rev. Father D. J. Crimmins of St.
David's.
The Rev. Father D. D. Crimmins,
\Om has started a crusade to prevent
the mis-carriage of justice through
the interitntion of ward heelers and
petty politicians, has sounded his slo-
gan of battle.
' "Clear the justice courts of those
who habitually gather there to pay
fines for political reasons?
"I visited two justice courfts in my
parish yesterday," said Father Crim-
mins in his study at 3210 Union av-
enue. yesterday, "and I now under-
stand why the so-called reign of ter-
ror exists.
"The solution of the whole prob-
lem .lias with the church people.
When SI David's church and school
was dedicated a year ago it was un-
safe for children to pass along? the
streets (Sr cross alleys.
Paltry Fines Imposed.
"Games of craps and the rushing
of the beer pitcher were frequent
rights. I caused many arrests for
these offenses and in each case the
offender was allowed to pay a pal-
try fine and go free. An investigation
showed that the parish was infested
wsth a baud of petty politiciajis prey-
ing upon the morals of the commun-
ity( to an appalling extent.
"Whenever it was desired to set
one man free or convict another there
were men ready to perjure them-
selves for a dollar.
"All this was part of a great sys-
temil.iie to keep these people in politicali
"I found that the aldermen from
this ward were ignorant of the real
condition and I showed them where
the good citizens were at fault.
Political Plot Foiled.
"One night an offioer tried to ar-
rest a young fellow caught sN-al'itg,
silverware, and immediately there
was an effort made to have the police-
man removed. It was only hv bard
work) on the part of a few in the ward
that the officer, who was entirely
trustworthy, was not made 01.4vie-
eim of a plot, which would }Kve- re-
lieved him of his star
"I am going to snake inyself re-
sponsible for St. David's parish. If
any of my people are haled into court
and deserve punishment I am going
to see that they are not turned loose
with a small fine to prey upon the
c o minim it y.
"It is for the young people of my
church I am fighting, their parents
are poor and it is necessary for them
to live in the poorer districts. But
that is no reason Why a band of petty
erlminals shall be allowed fu'l sway
"You must fight the devil with his
own weapons. I am using nolitical
- means to see that the law is enforced,
and I am going to make it a ser ous
thing for a juice to willfully neglect
his duty. and allow thieves, dunkards
and petty criminals to go without
pun hment ."
LAVA IS POURING OUT
OF CRATER OF STOMBOLI.
Palermo. Sicily, July 25.—The Strom-
boli volcaeo. after quieting down, has
again beeoene violently active. The
ashes reached Cieily. Lava is pouring
out of the c --•rr and the population
of the Island of Stromboli is most
excited.
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 126
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
The best coal in Paducah.
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
The Ozark note.
At Crea; Springs, ins.. will make
a rate of $to per week for the bal-
ance of the season; The r. C. mail-
rated will give reduced rates. The
finest mud baths in the land at The






Will be keenly apprcaiste,1
after a trial by people wlio ssti
fer from headaches—severe or
'mild, occasional or chroni,
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.








Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
cf five or over $t.sia ea, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
further particulars see
S A. FOWLER. Gen. Pass. Agent





It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
:is t "Leader" for the dealer.
D. 1-1. BALDWIN & CO.
MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, BY!
1•111111111111




At the close of business, June 30, 1906.
RESOU RCES;
Long and discounts..... 
Stocks and bonds, 
Furniture and fixtures„ 
















A dividend of 2V2 p er cent, was declared out of the net
earnings of the past six months and credited to the stockhold-
ers entitled to same, pAY able en i.tmand.








" Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
ir 31115
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
aat BROADWAY, NEW YORK.






Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd ono monroc.
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Now is the Timelto Lay in Your Coal for Whiter
INKIMINSIMINIMINNINILMROAMWOMMVAPele
ur Genuine Pittsburg Coal at 14c is the Cheapest on the
market. 'Oasts longer and you get more of it. No slate, no
dirt, no slack, n9 waste and it don't clinker. We have con-
vinced others that it is the best and the cheapest and we can
convince you. If you want to book your order for coal now
and have your bin filled later, telephone No. 3, Pittsburg
Coal Co., and our agent will call on you. Your money will be




Office 126 Broadway Both Phones No. 3
JAMES J. O'DONNELL, General Manager.
/T WAS
DISCOVERED IN
MY TIME AND HAS
NEVER BEEN
EQUALLED
mom TM PITTSOURO COAL CO.
- orrice as BROADWAY
• KILLING CASE
WAS POSTPONED
JUDGE PURYEAR HOLDS THE
CASES OVER UNTIL TO-
MORROW MORNING.
Mary Rose and Jessie Alfred Placed
Under $300 Bond to Keep
the Peace.
Yesterday morning when Judge
Puralear opened police court there
wag postponed unt I tomorrow the
warrant. charging Cicero Anderson
with killing John Mix, and the war-
rant charging Farley Nft-Cord with
assisting, abett ng ant) encouraging
Anderson to commit the deed. The
postponement was given in order to
prepare the cases for trial.
The following fine, were assessed
by the court; Berry Hubbard, $5 for
a breach of the peace; G. 0. Blick
$3 for being drunk and' disorderly;
Nellie Reed, $to for a breach of the
peace.
John Atinerthatagh and Samocl Lo-
gan. $3 and costs each for engaging
in a fight; Butler Fondeau, $10 for a
breach of the peace; Amos Fttlks, Sr
for being drunk.
Until today was postponed the war-
rant charging Joe Grief with a breach
of the peace by striking Ethren Wal-
lace.
The court allinminned the breach of
peace warrant against George Over-
The court left open the warrant
charring Mike Gallagher with lett rig
a pile of dirt remain out-con the street
Until today the court postponed
the domk and rtisorderly charge
against Kate tessley.
The breach of the peace charge
against Jimi Mason went over until
tomorrow.
Mary Ross was fined Si° and costs
for abusing another, and then she and
Jessie Alfred each put under $300
borM to keep the peace.
FUNERAL TODAY
Remains of John Mix Will be Laid
to Rest This Morning.
This morning at ro o'clork nhe fun-
eral service over the remains of the
late Mr. John Mix will 'he held at St
Frances de Sales church, Rev. Father
Jansen officiating. The remains will
then be interred at Oak Grove ceme-
tery.
NOTICE TO PARENTS!
Please take notice that we will
prosecute the parents of all children,
large and small, caught further dam-
aging and destroying our property on




Pittsburg Coa: Co. Office. No. 126
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
The best coal in Paducah
The cheapest coal in Padtical.
DREADNAUGHT MIGHTY FOE
Armament of Gigantic Battle Ship
Shown in White Book.
London. July 25.,---The first official
announcement respecting the bottle
this) Dreadbought is contained in a
whiwe hook on naval construction it-Int-
im( the last year which was issued to-
night. Renick/ ten twelve nob' roma
the Dreadnought will have twenty-
seven twelve-pound tinkle-firing "anti-
topedo" boat guns and five submerg-
ed torpedo tubes.
In the arrangements of armament
nix of the b g guns are mounted ;n
pairs on the center line of the ship
and the remaining four are mounted
in pairs in broads de. Thus, eight
twelve-inch guns, or 8o per cent of
the plain •armament, can be fired on
either broackside and four andl possib-
ly sn twelve-inch guns, or do per cent
can be fired simultaneously ahead or
astern. •
After thorough considerations from
every point of view, the white book
*men, experts had no difficulty n
arriving at a decision to adopt tur-
bines, %%hid are considered more ad-
vantageous for high speed at sea.
Dr. Pepper Notice.
The Paducah Bottling Co. is the
only company authorized to bottle
Dr. Pepper in Paducah ,and adjacent
territory.
ARTESIAN MFG. Sr BOTTLING
CO., Prop., Waco, Texas.
Almost every coal dealer claims
his coal is the best but there is only
one coal that can prove it. The Pitts-
burg Coal office, 1315 Broadway. Both




Post B Endorses Recent Action of
Credit Men's Association.
Nashville, Jully 25 --Post B, T. P.
A.. at their regular meeting last
night, declared a war against "bucket
shops" and "wire houses."
Mr. I. P. Cohen presided at the
meeting. Upon motion of Mr. James
Cassetty the time for the annual out-
ing of the post was fixed for August
and the appointment of a committee
authorized to arrange for the date,
place and all other details.
Upon motion of Mr. Cohen the
action of the Credit Men's asssocia-
tion with reference to bucket shops
was endorsed. It was also decided to
co-operate heartily with the Credit
aoociation in an effort to have legis-
lation enacted for the purpose of ex-
duding bucket shops from this state.
Licensed to Wed
R. H. Anderson, aged, as, and. Mary
Lipford, aged 19, of the city, were
yesterday granted a license to marry.





St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bes
excursion ont of Paducah.
$8.00
A BUSY MEETING
OF THE BOARD OF PUBLIC
WORKS HELD YESTERDAY
AFTERNOON.
Acting Solicitors' Opinion As to
Rights of the Board at Electric
Plant—Orders to Contractors.
Yesterday afternoon during the
meeting of the board of public work'
the city solicitor informed the mem-
bers that their body had complete
charge and control of the city electric
lighting plant when t came to oper-
ations around the powerhouse, wires.
etc The decision was brought forth
when Superitendent Kebbler of the
plant reported to the board- of works
that the light committee of tthe gen-
eral council and the Consulting
Engineer John W. Holmes, had v sit-
ed the plant and informed him (Keb-
bler) that the obient of their mis-
sion was to look arotmd and prepare
to mike the necessary arrangements
for instalaton of the new electric ma-
chinery that has been ordered for
enlargement of the powerhouse. As
the plant is under control of the board
of work, and also the super ntendent.
He asked for instructions.
On the superintendent aakaig for
orders, the board asked the city so-
licitor, who was present, for .a legal
opinion on the pond. Judge Camp
bell looked' through the charter and
(after closely going over the law, in-
formed the board that the plant was
vested in the name of the City of Pa-
th/cab, and the city was represented
by the legislative authorities who
could order any enlargement on im-
provement they so desired at this or
any other public department, that the
actuol work of executing the im-
provemierVta, is done under the !nap-
eevon and control of the board of
work's as stipulated in the charter.
After the solicitor made his report
the question was passed for the time
beng, and not taken up again dur-
ing the afternoon, on account of the
unusually large amount of busiine-s
coming before the board that had to
remain in session for three hours in
order to dispose of it. The general
council had ordered the light coni-
nritee to arrange the plant for the
new machinery.
Some parties owning property abut-
ting the alley running from TwelAh
to Thirteenth between Jefferson and
Montane streets, want to dedicate
free to the c tyi ground enciogn for
the paasageway wh.ch remains pri-
vate until dedicated. Others- owning
property along there do not want to
dedicate so the city can tat',- charge
and gravel the alleyway. The solic-
itor advised the hoard ito let the prop-
erty own'e'rs settle among themselvea
the controversy, and, then when all
decide they want to give the ground
for the boarall to-take charge and im-
prove it, as an alleyway is a bene-
fit to the property only and not used
as a public 'highway.
Street Inspector Elliott was order-
ed to have moved a pile of stone and
trash left standing in front of Gus
Tatels grocery at Fdth and Jefferson
Fer the Round Trip street, by Contractoe Robert. 
Boswell,
te the concrete man.
Tennessee river & return VA F. Bradshaw appeared before Fourth and Tennensee streets, the
the stretch of ground acquired when
Sixteenth street was opened. During
decussionn on this proposition, it waa
brought to the board that if all the
people out that way were paid for
their property so the walks could
be laid, it would cost the city some-
thing like $1,000. The board finally
decided to pass to the general coma
cil the propos tion of Mr. Bradshaw
The council has repeatedly ordiered
the property condemned, but the so-
licitor has never instituted the pro-
ceeding.
Permission was Kiven the Central
Labor Unon of this city to stretch a
banner across Fourth and Broadway,
advertising their fall carnival.
Street Inspector Elliot was ordered
to go out and examine the Caldwell
street bridge spanning Cross creek, it
being reported the structure was n
weak condition. If found necessary,
the inspector will have braces put
underneath to hold it up safely, until
Contractor Bridges begins construct-
ing the concrete culvert underneath.
Orders were ssued that the street
railvvay mose hurry work of placing
the new tracks on South Ninth street,
and placing that thoroughfare back
in good condition.
Report was made that Friedman &
Keifer had torn down the freight
platform aating out over the public
sidewalla alongside their store at Sec-
ond and Jefferson. It obstructid the
pavement antU was ordered down by
the board of woks.
On account ot tile work on the
Jefferson street storm sewers going
ahead so slowly, orders were isnued
for the contractors to increase their
force of laborers o more F,pecd can
beThmadee board decided not to issue any
more- permits to erect new poles
around over the city, until the com-
panies remove the old poles as they
promised to do %herr permitted to
erect new ones.
The Wlestern Union telegraph com-
pany was informed that f it did not
taloe down by next Monday, some
ahandoned poles and wires along
Broadway, that they would he torn
down by the city, and the cost
charged to the company.
Fritz Metzger wants the board to
give permission for a publ c driveway
into his property on West Tennes-
see street, but the board informed
Mm this could not be done until the
owners of the property dedicate it
to the city.
'Complaint was made that some of
the traction company's poles obstruct
the street at Jefferson and Eighth
streets, and the company was (antler-
edl to set the poles back of the curb-
ing.
The city solititor wan asked to
bring 'n a report, stating whether or
not the city could have improved
the alley running from Seventeenth.
to Nineteenth between Madison and
Harrison streets, without the signa-
tures of all the property owners abut-
trig.
A bad place exists in the alley run-
ning out to Kentucky avenue between
Second and third, streets, and the
street inspector was directed to re-
pair it.
The street inspector was ilrected
(to ciaamine the alley running from
Harrison to Clay, between Eighth
anl Ninth street, and see what can
be done toward" bettering the drain-
age, as water accumitn•ula tea there.
Complaint was made by Owen Done-
It is a trip of pleasure, comfor
and rest; good service, gond tabi
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jas
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent
the board and 17:farm...ad) the members
that be would give the city the ground
in front of his residence on West
Broadway, so a mitotic brick sidewalk
could be constructed alqng there,
provided the city did not require
bin to pay more than 5o cents per
lineal foot for the sidewalk work, or,
he would sell the 'strip -of ground
for one half the figure paid other
property owners of that vicinity for
naltti,qi:Ita.T.1210Mailikj
Pan
On account of the man trenches at
thorotagthfare a depressed and in bad
condition. It was referred to the
street inspector, with orders to see
that the gas company fill up the
trenches and replace the street.
Fisher and Farley were gven per-
Mtinsion tio build a driveway across
the public sidewalk leading into the r
property on South Third between
Clark and Adams streets.
City Engineer Washington was di-
.80 $4! °
To introduce
W. W11,1 Sell NAILS, TACIISOR CLASS
Yea a Sample WON'T LET
Pair fer Only OUT THE AIR
(CASH WITH ORDEN *4.80
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TVS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
TWO Hundred Ttwand pairs ..ow is actual ass. 0,91'
Thin.f.T.P.4 pairs sold last pear.




Ilf:LOW any other manufacturer or dealer in the moat •
DO NOT eur A BICYCLE .at an), to .•
or on any ktoid of terser, until you have received our complete Free Cata-
logues illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and low-grodi
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable 1.1111%
,. . r It10ES and wonderful new offers made possible by selling from factory
.1 1 I .'1f 
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
WE SHIP WI APPROVAL ofrAout a cent deposit, Pay the Freight and
allow 10 Days Fro" Trial and matt other liberal terms which no othei
..TI'tf: •I' -71„ able information by simply writing in a postal.house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much vain
lilt to make money to suitable young men who apply at mice.
We need • leklep Airegge in every town and can offer an opportuniti
$8 i 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ° N L Y
r Prlee $
41451.40 per pair.
rected to see f something could not
be done towards raising to a higher
grade the gutter in front of Law-
rence's establishment on Kentucky
avenue between Second and. Third
streets. There is a depression in the
street there, and water occumnattlates
and retrains stand ng.
It was ordered that the street de-
partment clean away the 'mud' that ac-
cummulaten around the entrance to
the dorm sewer manholes at many
corners after every heavy raitrfall.
The street inspector was ordered,
to notify merchants down in town
that ordinances 'had been adopted I
specifying awnings shall not be lower i
than eight feet above the sidewalk.
Th•s means the lowest part of the
awning, either frame or ffap, and' those
hanging lower will be ordered raised. I
Clerk Kirkland of the board was
directed to look up the records and
see if the streets and alleyways in
Littlevile had been dedicated to the
city. Some peole out there want strett
improvements, which cannot be made
unless the ground to be traversol
by the highway, is dedicated, add put
in the name of the city.
Clerk Kinrklandl was also d rected
to go over the record and see under
what streets the new telephone com-
pany is permitted to lay the tinder-
ground conduitn, a controvesy being
up regarding this.
Complaint was made from Worten
addition that the telephone compan Cc
had erected new poles right in the
gutter out there, and left the old
poles lying in 'the gutter, thereby caus-
ing rainwater to flaw across the
thoroughfare, and cut away the
gravel. Sfreet Inspector Elliott vvas
directed to go out there and 'wave the
trouble review:Iced at once.
To the city 'solicitor was referred
the maintainance bond executed by
the contractor, guaranteeing to keep
in good condition for five years the
concrete sidewalks on Broadway be-
tween Fifth and. Ninth. Repaies are
needed to the walks and the solicitor
is to look up the question and give
orders for the repairs to be made.
Contractor Bridgets was ordered to
clear away the debris on both sides
of Kentucky avenue, and then lay,
his c nder foundation for the cow-
crete sidewalks, if he cannot do noth-
ing more. Work must be started not







We handle all the finest and daint-
est articles with the utmost cars,













Rodeo the thick robber tread
"A" and pupates.* strIpia•R"
end "D." also rim strip "U"
to prevent rim cutting. This
tire will Outlast any ether
iskako—*OFT, SLASTIO sad
ZASY RLDIBIG.
ROVORiPTION, Made In all Wren It I. 11.4117 sad easy riding, very durable and lined inside
wiII, a special quality of rubber, witich never becomes porous sod which closes op small punctures
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have only been pumped up once or twice in a whole sewn,. They weigh no more than
as ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being given by several layers of thin, specialty
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Back" commonly felt when riding on asphalt
or shit reads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from being
squeesed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The regular price of these
tires is 03 5o per pair, but for advertising purpuses we are making a venial factory price to th rider
of only f4.8.0 tier pair. All orders ahipies1 same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. on approval.
You do not pay • cent until you have examined and found them strictly as rerresented.
We will allow a cash dismount of spec cent (thereby making the price 5445 per pair) id you send
FULL CARR WITH ORDEJR. and enclose this advertisement. We will also send me nickel
plated brass hand pump and too !lampoon metal puncture elopers on full paid orders (these metal
puncture closers to be used In ewe of intentional knife cots or heavy gasifies). Tires to be returnee
at OUR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examinati
on.
We are perfectly reliatte and money seat to us is as safe as in a bask.. Ask your T
ostmast.
Banker, Express or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about am If you order • pal.
these Urea, you will find that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last longer and I. 4.
finer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be a well pie •ed
that when you want a bicycle von will IOW us your order. We want you to send es a malt -fiat
orth.r at once, hence Olio remarkable tire offer.
built-up-wheels, saddle" pedals, ports end mini-:. eel
00ASTER.BRAKES, everything in the bicycle lisle are sold by us at Ulf ...Qom'
prism charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalospve.
DO NOT 'TRIPE OL r g
DO NOT 
WAIT but write us • portal today.
bicycle ass pair of tires from anyone until you know the new air
wonderful offers we are making. It only meta s postal to learn everything. write it Now.






JAMES E. WILHELM, President-
IOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
PUBLIgHED ?" THE
(Incorsorated)
it Reserver etutteang, 523 Broadway.
•
&ntered as the postoffloe of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year $5.30
Igix Months  2.50
Three Months  Lae
One Week   ao
Anyone faillnirth—receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
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Thursday Morning, July 26, 1906.
The Disorderly Houses. .
The action taken by the chief of
police in closing up the Court street
resort in -which trooble originated be-
tween several young men and result-
ed in the death of one of them a few
hours later, is a move in the right
fraction, and should be but the open- ,
rrg gun in a campaign to place and ,
enforce strict regulations -against
every resort of a like character ,
throughout ithe entire city. These
/laces can be regulated, and the fact
that one order from the chief of p0-
le wiped out one place in less than
dx hours, is proof of Ode assertion. ,
As The Register stated soleetime 1
Lgo, it :s a 'mistaken idea to think 1
hat if the police clamp down the lid ,
m disorderly houses, that they will i
carter out over the city and con. i
eminate respectable neighborhoods. 1
tiny one resolute respectable resident ,
if any !pesky can clean out every ,
lisonderly house in his neighborhood. s
ill it needs is for aim to procure 2
'ufficient evidence to establise the
I,
act that it is a disordierly place. and
I
hen have nerve enough to go to po-
ice headquarters. and demand that t
he disorderly, eharaoters he forced
to get out of his neighborhood. If
the offikers fail to do their duty
there is a way to get at them also.
The law-abding citizen has the law
back of hint, and if he does not man-
ifest a desire to protect his home
and neighborhood, the authorities are
very apt to become .,indifferent and
pay no attention to the matter.
One trouble with Paducah is that
the Palma' element is either too busy
chasing the dollar, or they are afraid
to speak out; ahem do not wish to
appear fel the role of complainant for
fear of injuring some one, or losing
a few dollar, in trade. Those kind
of people have no sympathy from
men who stand for decency and mor-
ality, not only in private but in pub-
lic.
If the goodl people of this city
would only have the courage to come
ma openly for what they believe to
be right, a wonderful change would
be wrought in this city in less than
ability days. When the police and
other officials are trying to do their
duty, get behind them and hold up
their hands; ,give them to understand
that die people are behind them, and
when you had a ruin denouncing of-
ficers for doing their duty, do not
hesitate to tell him that he is not a
good citizen and if he doe's not like
to sre the laws enforced to go some-
where else.
Wle understand that an officer act-
ing under recent orders to clean up
centain things, incurred the displeas-
ure of a certain individual and that
fellow at once set to work to get the
officer (lischarged, but fortunately he
failed' in his purpose. This is what
a faithful officer has to contend with
and if he does, not receive the sup-
port and backing of the better de-
mant he very wisely concludes to let
matters drift so as to he able to -keep
his job out of which he makes' his
\slivine. The g-oodi citizen is too busy
'looking after his own business, and
overlooks the fact that the harlots.
gamblers and law-breakers generally,
are also looking after their biteiness
too. which we unhesitatingly say
icould not run twenty'-four hours but
for the fact that they all cooperate,
sass ireinratee the author ties to
a certain extent. In fact. they run
the town. tit) if Mr. Good Citizen
proposes to leave ft to that gang of
crooks, he miust expert the city to
become notediatie for lawlessness. If
!you are an American citizen, be an
American cifeen and stand- for God.
your country. and your home.
Do you lontiw that in connection
with many of the dkns of infamy in
this city are dance rooms with bands
wood flours, waxed and polielled, in
which the harlots and young men as-
semble, and with the flowing of the
wine and ,beer sold at enormous prices
without license, the orgies increase in
iodeceetey until at times 4he revels
would put the . denizens of Paris,
France, to shame? If many of the
staid old business men of this city
'could hear the revelations from the
lips of any of those who frequent
those places and are familiar with the
scenes enacted there, he would sihut
down this desk and see other busi-
ness men, and at once organize for
a moral cleansing of this city. He
would shudder to think of the pit falls
before the feet of the youth of this
city, among which his own boys may
be numbered
The Register is slot an alarmist,
but as an editor almost daily hears
stories from all walks of life, his
fund of information is usually accur-
ate, for by training the sooa learns
to sift reports and arrive at the gist
of things. Padiucab has the reputation
of being the "widest-open town of
:its size in the country."
As mien often gauge things in dol-
lars and cents we state it to be a
fact, as corning from a reliable source,
that ire four months time an electric
piano in one of the houses netted
he owner over $700 from cons drop-
ped in the slot to make it play. We
re informed that in twelve of the
leading Muses of a disorderly) char-
acter in Poducah an average of six
nmates are sheltered in each one, or
seventy-two an those houses; each of
horn pay $1.3 per week boards or
be stem of Siro.8o per week to the
peepers, or the sum of $56,16o.00 a
year. Beer that costs the houses
ye and ten ceros a bottle is sold
or fifty cents and one dollar and
-Me in proportion. Theae statistics
over but a few of the scores of
l'erss in this city, foe on. the North
de are a dozen or so places equally
s notorious, and'. illinersin in dol-
rs on the city Is i4natething appal-
ing, to say nothing of tare curse to
he morals.
In every instancL 4eleite anything
like prudence in nets. way :s
exercise* by the keepers, they make
a fortune, and such cases are but in-
centive to young women who have
ambitions to obtan wealth, but have
no regard for morality. H story.
however, shows that 98 per cent of
the wretches die, paupers, yet by
res.on of thatese places being permit-
ted to operate without any restra'nt
it encourages itriatierallity and lawless-
ness, and the responsibility rests
largely upon the good people of the
city who by their eilence and indif-
ference have suffered those &races to
thrive and flourish in almost the very
heart of the city. If the good people
want them suppressed they will be
suppressed.
The Register is moved to deal plain-
ly with this question for the reason
that we believe that the welfare of
the city demands, that it be placed
before our readers in it's true light
in order that they may be fully im-
pressed with, the seriousness of con-
and' after considering the mat-
ter to awoke to the dangers that con-
front rube morals of the city, and as
good citizens determine whether or
not those places shall continue to be
operated without any restraint what-
ever upon them.
Near Chicaesi a young man who was
regarded as' real "smart' in a financ;a1
way and supposed to be developing
into a great financier, reached the end
of his row and blew out his brains
He had been speculating with other
people's money and some of his
deals turned out bad and! rather than
face the consequences he took his own
life. It is but another of those daily
warnings to men who have charge of
other people's money and with it an
'ambition to he rich and powerful. It
is only a matter of time before all
such make a false step and the ex-
poeure comes. The public throws up
thatrdts in horror and says he was
suelh a clever bright young man, and
wonder how he managed to keep
others front detecting him in his
crimes. When any one going a
swift pace or is mixed up in financial
deals beyond their means, one may
pie it down as a sure shot that be
is using other people's money; if he
wine, all good and well; and he
pockets the profits; if he loses, those
who entrusted liiin with' their motley,
friet the bill.
From a Hygenic View.
Laying all questions of law arid
morals aside. the Sabbath ehottld be
a dayof rest for man and beast. The
'St. Louis Republic very aptly says:
"The Sundey lifters ia las coati-
04 -seem ignorant of the great moral
and hygenic law that it does a man
good, physically, mentally and spirit-
ually, to do something else one day
in seven from what he has been doing
on the six other days. The Sabbatar-
ian laws of Moses had as solid a
'hygenc basis as did 'his law against
poles diet in that age and country of
unwholesome swine."
Throwing or leaving, dead rats in
a street is' a violation of the law, and
at Nashville the mayor and board of
public works have given notice that
the practice must cease.
Missionaries in Kentucky and Else-
where.
(Louisville Post.)
The Bait more Sun; and the New
York Ikeda are greatly concerned
about feuds, in Kentucky. The Balti-
more Sun- says:
Is it not possible for the gov-
ernmere of Kentucky to put an
enod, to the feudists?"- Would not
a stern enforcement of the law,
with -hanging as the penalty,
made these assassins give up
Itheir evil ways?
Commenting on th's oracular de-
liverance, ehe New York Herald stiys:
There can be only one answer
to the questions of our esteem-
ed contemporary, but until the
Dower of the state is exerted to
see that every murderer is hang-
ed the cold-blooded and cowardly
assassin well continue to he a
hero among the treounItain feud-
ists. •
Excellent advice. There is nowhere
any denial that Kentucky needs a
rigid nforcernent of the haw, r order
to end lawlessness and make life safer
in every quarter of the state.
But in declaring as the Herald does
in its headlines, that Knttecky is
promising field for missionaries, it
occurs to me that New York cannot
afford to export rnissOneries, at least
not during the absence of so many
"missionaries to the rich" who are
summering in . Newport and else-
where.
Indeed. hurry calls should be sent
to Dr. Perkhurst and Bishop Potter
who are receded al llsIlew York: as
Jonah was needed in Nineveh many
years ago.
Blood guiltiness everywhere pre-
veils, but its stains are darker in New
York than elsewhere, but it is not the
only crane Itielf poisons the fountains
of modern life. Feuds are bad, no
doubt; but conspiracies such as were
revealed 19 the insurance companies
of New York spread evils in all direc-
tion that end at last is death aael desi
spair.
The Thaw case is • case of sow*?
or worse. If Thaw be not punished.
Se will be because his crstne revealed
a condition of social life more deplor-
able than the rule of the feudist.
Through every grade of society in
New York among the rich arsd the
poor, sheer brutality prevails; not i
mere anger stirred to uncontrolled ac-
tient, but a code of life such as re-
calls the wild animals in the jungles
On one elver excursion twenty men
were thrown overboard merely to
zmuse the spectators, as 'thee were
amused, in Rome when the Christians
were thrown to the wild beasts.
In one case, under investigation. to
determine who killed Michael J. But-
ler on She Plaza Hotel buikeng. the
Herald malkies this report of a part
o4 the evidence given by some of the
workmen examined:
Several of the witnesses admitted
it was impossible for the union iron-
workers on the nioth floor tes prevent
iron bolts and other 'miseries from
slipping from theY hands to the floors
below, where the non-union men were
at work, and that occasionally one
of the lather might be hit by the bolts.
One of the ironworkers was. asked:
"Would You mind ifrhe bolts hit
a non-unon man?"
"I wouldn't mind it very much,"
visas the frank reply.
".srst you csre I one of tile
bolts should happen to hit a special
policeman?"
"Not' at 'all." he answered:.
This is very :brutal no doubt; ;t
equals its sheer cruelty the evidence
given in the feud cases in Kentticks.,
but it is not worse, in our judgment,
than the verified cases of conspiracy
to plunder told with such curcum-
stantiality by Thomas A. Liaison.
Take the story of Butler's murder,
the story of the. Sunday excursion,
the story of the Thaw case, the fre-
queuS revelation of moral depravity
made in the daily +Chronicles of -New
York's four hundred,, and one sees
condition of sisic'ety revealed' in 4all
its -grades to which no other state can
offer a peeillel. Certainly New York
needs to import. not to export, mis-
sionaries.
Almost every coal dealer claims
his coal is the best but there is only
one coal that can prove it. The Pitts-
burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both
phones N. 3. James J. O'Donnell,
General Manager.
Pony For Sale.
I have a nice pony for sale cheap.
Call 922 Trimble. PAT GROGAN.
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 126
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
The best coal in Paducah.
The cheapest ,al in Paducah.
WHICH OF THE
TWO STANDARDS?
NaAwille, July 25.—A large audi-
ence was at the First Presbyterian
church last night and listened atten-
tively to an, interesting theme ably
handled by Dr. W. M. Anderson, pas-,,
tor. The service was opened with
prayer and congregation-al singing
after which Dr. Anderson spoke, .n
part, as follows:
"My theme this evening is "A Single
or a Double Standard----Which?' The
text is Psalms cxix.: 9. "Where-
withal should a young man cleanse
hie way? by taking -heed. thereto ac-
cording to Thy word.' Within the
last decade you have frequently heard
earnest discussions oi the questlon
of a single or double standard of
money. But far more important is a
s ngle or double standard of morals
for men and' women. A little eetarch
ing will reveal the facts that in the
practice of men and women, both
I exist. The single standard is believedin; and pracered by the minority
elide the majority practice the
doithle standard whether they believe
in it or not The double standard cf
morals is a human production, it has
grown up r the darkness of ITUR 11 s
sin and been constructed in the errors
of man's ignorance. It is basest upon
the belief that one code of morals is
laid down for men, and' another for
women. Under the double standard
very 'loose moral kites prevail.
"Mn may be guilty of certa n rep-
rehensible conduct and tiet be highly
respected. If woman are guilty of
tthis same conduct they are ruined
both in reputation and- character, for
life. For example, a man may keep
a saloon, or frequent it. or a gambl'ng
den, or immoral places of all kinds;
he may be a practical drunkard'. and
an openly profane man. and yet move
on safely in the social and business
world. !But let a woman be guilty
of throe all or any of them, and see
how quickly her name and character
will he branded as unworthy of conf
(knee or notice. You somehow ex-
pert to find men around these vicious
places. You expect to see them drink-
ing anti to hear them cursing. But
you do not expect to see or hear at
such plaices women who respect them-
selves and are desrving of rosiness
"It is a great ply that we rather
expect to find a saloon on almost
every corner, but we are surrised
and horrified When we find here and
there a 'ladies- entrance.' But when
sou come to think of it. what, right
has a man so saloon life, that a wo-
rt has not also. If any gains', Sias
a right to a 'ladies entrance' then
every saloon may have one. le fact.
if any men ha a a right to debauch
Ire life in this or any other kind
of sirs so also has a woman.
"Mien and women are both su 1.y
of sin. Their lives need cleansing.
454 while the question of this text is
dim askod concerning men to the ex-
cision 01 women, yet 't incidently
emphasises the fact that man's life
especially needs' cleans ng. The
queetion is ardwered in these signif -
caret words, 'by taking heed' thereto
according to Thy words' In building
ail important a th rig as a life whose
object and climax is its moral ,hara:-
tee, we certainly need a practical
standlas* and a guiding law.
"The Word of God exprescert in the
Ten Commandments is the only in-
variable moral standard in the world.
It sets forth fixed principles like ten
planks in a platform, but they are
spherical princ ples with duties radiat-
ing in all directions. It is s signifi-
cant anti or-inch:sere feet that men
whose characters have most closely
reached this etanderd, have leen the'
best men in the world. Menden ten
men in any century, who hi"- been
the greateet 'blessing to the warldi or
mention any ten men since t' e time
of Christ, whose lives has.. been
miost powerful in helping hisnanity
and you will fins that they are gov-
erned by those principles. The world's
witless man said. 'wisdom is the prin-
cipal tbng; get wisdom.' Ile also
said, 'the fear of the Lord is the be-
'ginning of wisdom.' 'He again said
'let its hear the conclusion of the
Whole matter, fear God and. keep His
'cionanareinvenee for ths is the whole
of man."
MISSISSIPPI "LID"
• MADE ROARING FARCE.
New Orleans, La., July 25.—The
el:max of the farce of Sunday law
enforcement of Mississippi came to-
day when more than a hundred peo-
ple against whom affidavits had been
filed, gathered in the police court at
Biloxi and were fined to cents each
for their violations.
Several offenders had committed
the crime of milking their
their cows after midnight Saturday,
ethers had rode in a hack after ar-
rival of the midnight train on Satur-
day, and others had committed the
crime of putting on a bathing suit
and going bathing on the Sabbath
Day. The authorities say that all
v:olators will have to expect a so
cent fine if they go fishing on Sun-
day.
There is much indignation in the
Gulf Coast resorts, and many of the
residents say that they will appeal
the cases to the supreme court rather
than paf the to cent fine which will
be imposed for all future violations
of the law.
This morning at 8 o'clock the





THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH
As we are in the midst of ht weather and sleeping is a tor-
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one come all, and hear his muse at 6o6 S. 4th.
at., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and the Zonophone talking machines
from foto to Szoo put within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are 8in. 35c, to in. 6oc. 12 in.
$1.00.
We have high cities operatic records from $1.00, Sa.00, S3.00,
Sa.00, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carauso and Sourate and Gasors and
a groat many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect .We
don't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine is
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock Of
needels and we will repair your broken machines at liberal priced.
We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your Zono-
phone.. I have soo new and latest music from ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
born 7 p. m. to ro p. ms No pieces played twice and we play
from 75 to zoo pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, It is no trouble but a pleasure. We will take
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
machines, elect care of records.
I remain your talking machine friend
DON GILBERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN Of Paducah and don't yea
forget it. 606 S. 4th. Bt Paducah, Ky.
1 404 110-14111i4,11*
J E.. COULSON.
Stearn and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 5: Broadway.
41144~14Wwite-etaeWeete'z.d-ad-fk,1404M4V.
WALL 'PAPERI
Moved to 315 Broadway
WE AKE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA.
PER THAT HAS EVER WEN 0 FFERED.
rr WILL PAY YOU TO BEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE .1•11
OFTZR YOU.
InettlaMS:=====381311111121311
For the neat few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
tic pet roll
..Paper usually sold at toe we will
sell for Sc.
....Paper usually sold at ec we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
tine of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
tnitti=2:23tOrtat3=113ttUtUMUNIZOM













of it for some time. Why not enter now? Hundreds of our students
are filling good positions. The Demand is greater than ever before.
NO TIME LIKE THE PRESENT.
Our Bookkeepers and Stenographers succeed where others fall. Call
at college office and thei rletters will convince you. We secure positions
free. No graduates unemployed.
PADUCAH CENTRAL













(Continued From First Page.)
1 when McCord pulled a razor and
ttrind to cat Mix, but Scott threw hiscoat between them, and the garment
was. slit by the sharp edge. Scott
then pushed Mix out the frOnt door,
and they left, going up to Blacknall's
saloon on the southeast corner 'of
Ninth and Kentucky. Anderson ind
McCord came up there also, and Scott
Negro Tore Nearly All of Clothing said Mix complained to bartender Pat
Lydon that he (Mix) feared that Mc-
Cord was iollowing him with a
razor to have trouble.
Scott and Mix then started over to
Graham's, and meeting Jim Doolin,
4,11 three entered for a drink, Mix
stepped out in the yard, while Scott
remained inside, therefore he knew
nothing of the shooting from an eye-
witness standpoint.
I Pat Lydon was introduced and sailtMix complained about McCord fol-
lowing with the razor. That was all
Lydon knew as he was at his bar
when the shooting occurred.
Jim Doolin swore that be and Mix
went into the rear yard of Graham's
saloon, and there sat McCord with
hit head between his hands, as if
vomiting. Mix jumped on McCord,
with the remark, "Oh, yes, you are
still following me, are you?" and
commenced beating McCord. Ander-
lson was standing close by and told
Mix not to whip McCord. Mix told
Doolin to "attend to Anderson" but
Doolin refused. Anderson pulled his
gun, and told Doolin he had better
"take a walk" and Doolin obeyed,
leaving the yard. Just as he got
around the corner of the building he
heard the sliest, but did not sec who
tired it. Doolin said he believed
Anderson shot Mix while the latter
had McCord down. Doolin kept go-
ing, not stopping until he jolt to.
Ninth and Broadway.
This was all she evidence and the
fdry-then returned the verdict, Coun-
ty Attorney Aiken Barkley informing
the jurors that Anderson acknow-
ledged to firing, but claimed self-de-
fense.
Yesterday the malicious shooting
charge against Anderson was changed
to murder, and the case continued
until tomorrow morning.
Mr. Harry Mix, father oltialaguipas4
boy, was at police headquarters yes-
terday and met Mrs. Anshallen•
mother of the slayer,. Mr. Mix
promised the mother he _would not
take any part in prosecuting her
son. She is a poor widow and the
father of the dead boy doe siPt *act
to do anything to increase her
troubles. This means Mr. Mix will
not take any personal active part, but
Goes not mean the prosecution will
be dropped5 a. the officials will con-
duct it themselves. •
Anderson and McCord were not
latroduceea before the inquest, while
County At.orney Barkley informed
jurors he had Mix's dying state-
ment, but did not care'to introduce
it yet.
From Miss Ethel McCoain, Tele-
phone Operator.
Mayfield was wrought up last night
by the assault of a negro supposed to
he named Allen, upon a well known
_young lady, Miss Ethel' McClain, who
is one of the popular operators at the
telephone exchange in that city,
about 21 years of age. Word can
:here that it was a rape case and
lynching sure to occur if the darky
a as caught, but the Register 'phoned
the police of that city and learned
.that this was an error_
The following facts were learned
'over the 'phone;
Miss McClain had finished herday's
work at the exchange, and was en
•route to her home in the edge of
town. While going down the rail-
road track near the gravel pit, the
negro caught her, and in the struggle
tore off most of her clothing. Abotit
this time another neves advanced;
and Allen seeing him, grabbed Miss
McClain's purse, and dashed off into
the woods.
[Lieut. Thomas Patter ,of the Pad-n-
(1th police force helle received a mes-
sage from Marshal Charles McNutt
of Mayfield, asking-. hintti.cs keep a
lookout for the assailant Who was
supposed to be coming atilt:way. The
Paducah lieutenant sent 0050er Her-
-
ley out to the railrond
.the trains, and the 
oitrailty4
a
,darky giving the name ef Arthur
Carman, who was brought to the City
Hall. The lieutenant tellephoped
MErshal NicNkitt, ail& the latter ex-
plaining that he knew Carman and
that the latter .1.41 not the suspect.
Carman was releasel.' This negro
had just come in from Mayfield, got
a supply of whisker, and was en
route to catch an outgoing train,
when intercepted.
The negro supposed to have as-
saulted Mi‘A McClain, left Mayfield
some years ago but returned recently
rith Robinson's circus that showed




BELONGED TO LANE AND
13ALLAGHER. BUT USED BY
CITY JAILER.
Yesterday afternoon shortly after 3
o'clock fire destroyed the- big stable
near the colored school hhouse on
North Ninth just '..beyond Trimble
.stret. Tie stable 11 ,uwned hy Lane
and Gallagher, buttaccupiell by City•
Jailer Thomas Evitts who keeps his
'mime's, vehicles, eitd., there. It lis a
brunt structure, and the jailer believes
• it was set afire by SOME verse& .lis.
Evitts was passing a block away at
the time, and niticing the flaw
abd smoke, rushed :flyer add .eetering•
saw the fire had started in a small
water closet inside, where no fire or
•matches are kept. "The large amount
of loose Bray and fajnit 01,0014 111-
•s'dt: made it a seething unlace that
'quickly destroyed the place.
0 the jailers were out at
The four head of stocistvewied by
it the
-time and were saved, but-- he lost
his feed stuff. one set of-, ng gar-
e.ness, on .of double bet tilts ling
-many pairs .of hames. His lI'  s ..fs
.siboat Slim ..with not insurance. white



















Vincennes 51 31 .623
Jacksonville 43 39 -524
Cairo   43 39 .524
Paducah 39 4.1 .487
rDstrville .s. 37 46 .446
Mattoon 32 49 .395




'Jacksonville 7; Paducah 5.
Jacksonvilk, Ill., July 25.—Heavy
bitting by Ebright won today for the
locals, both pitchers were hit freely.
Copeland and Taylor both made sen-
sational catches.
Innings 1 1 3 5 6 7 8 cp—RHE
Paducah 0 2 0 0 I 0 0 2 0-5 9 3
Jacksonville o 0 0 0 4 o 3 o x-7 8 2
Batteries; Brahic and Downing;
Allen, Belt and Lwtshaw.
Cairo j; Danville s.
Danville, Ill., July 25.-1n today's
game, Cairo won out in the eleventh
inaing.
RHE
Cairo 3 9 3
Danville 2 6 o
Ntteries; Woodring and Quiesser;
Holyeross and Ott.
Vincennes 5; Mattoon 1.
Mattoon, HE, July 25.—
RHE
incennes 5102
Mattoon 1 3 4
Batteries; Perdue and Matteson;
Dowell, McCarthy and Johnson.
• Notice to Property Owners.
'The Contractors have completed the
s •.-7•11c. glittering end oohing on




spec, e . 1: ,- s' • es
eepting same and ownlers of abutting
property are hereby notified to be
present at that time and place in
ender 'that they may make known
ny and all objections, if any, to said




Political Edict to Unions
, (Continued From First Page.)
play. Gompers is principally at
enmity with congress and part of his
programme, setting forth the threat
to set labor on the warpath, says:
Several presidents of the United
States have, in their messages to con-
gress, urged the passage of equitable
legislation in behalf of the working
people, but congress has been entire-
ly preoccupied looking after the in-
terests ()Mast corporations and pre-
datory wealth.
Fight Ailmighty Dollar.
Congressmen and senators in their
freuzird rush after the almighty dol-
lar have been indifferent or hostile to
the rights of man. They have had
no time and as little inclination to
support the reasonable labor meas-
ures, the enactment of which we have
urged, and which contained bene-
ficent features for all our people with-
out an obnoxious provision to any
one.
Patience ceased to be a virtue and
on March 2t, 1906, the representatives
of labor presented a bill of grievances
to the president and those responsible
for legislation or the failure of legis-
lation in congress, reciting the failure
or refusal of the party in power to
adopt or enforce legislation in the in-
terests of the toiling millions of our
country. After setting forth labor's
grievances and requests and urging
early action, we closed that now
famous document with this state-
ment:
"But if perchance you. may not
heed us, we shall appeal to the con-
science and support of our fellow
citizens."
The relief asked for has not been
granted. Congress has turned a deaf
ear to the voices of the mases of our
people and true to our declaration we
how appeal to the working people,
aye, to all the American people
unitedly to demonstrate their de-
termination that this republic of ours
shall continue to be of, for and by
the people, rather than of, for and by
the almighty dollar.
Organize Movement
Attention is called not only to con-
gressional and legislative indifference
and hostiliey to the interests of labor,
but also to the interests of the large
mass of all our people. The press
for months has been burdened with
exposures of the corruption and graft
in high circles. The great insurance
companies, the trusts, the corpora-
tions, the so-called captains of indus-
try, have indeed become the owners
of the legislators of our country.
Public officials, many of whom have
the cry of "stop thief" nearest 'the
tip of the tongue, have been elected
through these agencies and the con-
tributions from them.
If it has come to a condition in
this, the greatest and wealthiest na-
tion on earth, that the almighty dol-
lar is to he worshiped to an extent
of forgetting principle, conscience,
uprightness and justice, the time has
arrived for labor and its friends to
raise their yoke, in condemnation of
such degeneracy and to irivite all re-
form forces to join with it in relegat-
ing indifference to the people's in-
terests, corruption and graft to poli-
tieal oblivion; to raise the standard of
legislation by the election of sincere,
progressive and honest men who,
hik worshiping money less, will
honor conscience, justice and human-
ity more.
We recommend that central bodies
and local unions proceed without de-
lay by the election of delegates to
meet in conference or convention tto
formulate plans to further the inter-
ests of this movement and in ac-
cordance with the plan herein out-
lined at the proper time and in the
proper manner nominate candidates
who will unquestionably stand for the
enactment into law of labor and pro-
gressive measures.
Defeat Enemies; Elect Unionists.
The first concern of all should be
the positive defeat of those who.-hue
been hostile or indifferent to the just
clemands of labor. A stinging rebuke
to them will benefit not only the
toilers but the people of the entire
country.
Wherever both parties ignore
labor's legislative demands a straight
labor candidate should be nominated
so that honest men may have the op-
portunity in exercising their franchise
to vote according to their conscience
instead of being compelled either to
refrain from voting or to vote for the
candidate and the party they mustin
their innermost souls despise.
To make this movement most ffec-
tive tl7e utmost rare should be taken
to nominate only sucn union men
whose known intelligence, honesty
nnd fsithfulness are conspicuous,
They should be nominated as straighsi
'abor epresentatives and stand and
supoorted as such by union men
nd their friends and sympathizers
rrespfctive of previous political
affiliat;on.,
WIserever it is apparent Oro an en-
tirely independent labor candidate
can N ot be elected efforts should be
mad' to secure .such support by in-
dorsement of candidates by the min-
ority party in the diStricts and by
such other progressive elements as
ars.
will ntSure the election of labor
representatives.
Gompers has selected a camjaign
committee to carry into effect all the
organization suggestions offered in
his programme. This committee con-
sists of himself, James O'Connell and
Frank Morrison.
Political Pot Simmering:
(Continued from Page One.)
favor there-election of Senator Mc-
Creary, and that noth rig can cause
him to throw his support to the gov-
ernor. Judge Bullock has for years
been a prominent figure in Fayette
county politics, and his, one firm, mot-
to to the state politicians has alwayc.
been, "Leave Fayetate county alone
and I. wit not try to interfere with
state Politics," and those close to
the fountain head say be will not
deviate one whit from that motto in
the coming campaign. It is sad that
Judge Bullock is not satisfied with sev-
eral political deals made recently af-
fecting Fayette and that Senator Mc-
Creary w II benefit largely as the re-
sult of this dissatisfaction.
Judge Bullock is still in Coloradio,
where be has been for several weeks,
and Ins return is anxiously awa ted
by the local politicians and party
managers, Who are anxious to make
some sort of a deal, but the friends
of Bullock say that he will remain
true to ibis promise to Senator Mc-
Creary to throw his support to him
in the coming primary.
James Out For Governor.
It was declared last night by a
politician closely, allied v.-Till the gov-
ernor. who was invited to be present
at the conference this afternoon, but
who was detained, on account of bus-
iness matters, that it was deeded to
name 011ie James as a candidate for
governor to oppose Hager and Hays,
both of wihorn have already been an-
nounce&
This dletertnination on the part of
Gov. Beekhatriv and Percy Haley is
due, it is sad, to the serious ptit be-
tween the governor and Auditor Hag-
er, and while Congressman James is
now abroad it is started' he has author-
ized the party managers to announce
hies candidacy, and the announcement
be forthcoming within the next
two or three days at the least.
Congrestsanan James is exceedingly
sarong in this section and his can-
didacy would dot more to bring about
harmony between Gov. Beckham and
the local polifciansi than any move
made by the governor in years.
Broeton Enters Arena Again.
Mk. Charles. J. Bronston will again
enter the political arena and seek
honors at the hands of 'his fellow-
Democrats. it being learned from a
close personal friend and political
friend of the former state senator
that he would shortly announce his
•iandidacy for attorney general.
I, It his 'been known for some time
that great prsAnrre was 'being brought
to bear on Senator Bronston by his
friends from various sections of the
Sbate for hirn to make the race for
the office now held by N. B. Hays.
as it is known that he regards the
attorney generalship as the most im-
portant state office in the gift of the
people. Senator Bronston is a warm
friend of United' States Senator James
B. M/o0reary. and when he takes the
stump for himself he will pmbably
also advocate the re-election of Sen-
ator McCreary to succeed himself, as
well as the election of Gert Hays to





Frankfort, Ky.. July 25.—The Hon.
Robert B. Franklin, of the city, ex-
pects to reach a determination some
time this week with reference to be-
earning a candidate for governor.
Mk. Franklin cornmonwealth'si at-
torney of the fourteenth judicial dis-
trict.
Almost every coal dealer claims
his coal is the best but there is only
one coal that can prove it. The Pitts-
burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both








Also to Asheville, Hendersonville,
Brevard, I,ake Toxaway, Hot Springs
and many other resorts in the "Land
of the Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire"
country of Western North Carolina,
offering a high altitude, bracing
cl.mate, picturesque mountain scenery
and splendid hotels. -
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
the Sky" booklet and other hand-
somely illustrated literature.
J. F. LOGAN, Trav, Pass. Agent,
I,exington, Ky.
! C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist. Pass.
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Genl. Pass.




1 10 300 11Orse power. cheap
est and most economical.




Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 126
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
The best coal in Padacah.






will cure that awful pain
RHas cured others, mill cure you.
Call -on Us, er phone 237 and
we wil: gladly sell. svau abut it.
BA(,)ui\j9Z
DRUG STORE.
Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone au,
Dr. B.
- -ftwomma-111
Office with Dr. Rivers k Rivers, la
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
Residence too Clay, lila lithonc 1695
•
VACATIONIREADING
q An unusual opportunity to pa-
vide restful reading for the leisure
hour. (I Well known books by
well known authors, hitherto
published at $1.50, now offesed




SHE HELMET OF NAVARRE
By Bertha Runkle
THE HONORABLE PETER STIRLING
By Paul Leicester Fried
ABROAD WITH THE JIMMIES
By Lilian Bell
IN THE BISHOP'S CARRIAGE
By Miriam Michelson
CASTLE CRANNYINOW
By Grease Barr MeCuicheon




RUPERT OF HINIZAU -
By Aathony Hope
MISER HOADLEY'S SIBuRET
By Astboor W. Whieohniont
AND A ISONDKED 07111.R.8









Office 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385-9.esi4ence 1696
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
REAL Er7ATE
PADUCAH REAL FS: ' WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM I. AAP.
'MONTH L Y FAICIUNT -;..raS FOR INVESTMENT. ‘117.3`
KENTUCKY "LEAL eST r it JOURNAL AND PAK! :WI*
PRES TO EVVAYBODY. SEND FOR.
6.1)ta • ‘A. 'kr.* -'11:4̀ .5618 0 to-asta•-%.
Before Trading litqx




Next to Kentucky Theatre on N crth Fifth street they can a are yosi
money, and take your old wheel i n exchange WE WANT AN UN-
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECON D. HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is che cheapest h ouse in town on Pi, lee and every-
thing kr bicycles Parts furnished for any make wheel. Expert
machinists in our ?emir shop. All work guaranteed.
Excursa)n Rates Via. Vie Southern ¶,
Railway from Louisville.
St. Paul, Minn-421.5o, July 23, 24,
-25, and 26. Return limit leaving St.
Paul July 31st, 2.5c validation fee.
St. Paul, Minn.--$16.00, August so,
Jr tier! Ate•:tist 31,
witls prv;ieee Oi extension to Septein-
leer 3oth on payment of- $0 cents
-. Denver, Colorado Springs and Pu-
-ebb°, Col.-$36.0o. On sale daily to
September 3oth, with return limit of
'October 3ist.
Ashville, N. C.-$15.95. On sale
daily the year round, good returning
within six months.
Low Homese.esrers Rates to many
points in the southeast, weet and
southwest on fact and third Tues-
days of each mon'h, June to Novem-
her inclusive. - --
For additional information, tickets,
-etc., call on any agets of the South-
ern Railway or address,
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A., Ni East
Main street, Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
-234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
C. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, Mo.,
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 126
.Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
Tie hest coal in Paducah.





The Economical Spirit. r.- The Reeompense.
A GHETTO STORY.
EY DIARY EIENENSTOCK.
We trudged our way through the
narrow Ghetto streets on the afternoon
of a sultry day until we reached our Che,
der, which was a dingy apartment in
a tenement house. We were very rest-
less and boise- rous. but our Rabbi Jo-
seph did not (-lack our noise as he gen-
erally did. His thoughts seemed too far
away. I looked at him closely, for his
preoccupied at, always made me won-
der what his past life had been.
He was ahou. 60 years of age. Pcoo
erty must have been his constant corn
panion, because furrows of care were
on his broad w:inkled forehead. His
eyes peered out of their sockets as if
they implored it>', and were now and
then raised in ecayer to the Heavenly
Father. On the side of his ears hung
two earlocks, according to oriental
fashion. His 1-eard was long and
hoary. His shoulders were so bent and
curved the he se: mod to have borne the
yoke and perseci :on of his race for cen-
turies. A lar.gc .-...' ew book lay open
before him, as • very leaves spoke
to him and re e eee the powers and
splendors or the Almighty. Although he
was poor, we boys always revered him
for his age and ancient learning.
Then we seated our elves upon a large
wooden bench, which creaked under us.
Moses, who sat next to me, pricked my
feet with a pin under the table. This
Fade me howl, and I vowed that when
we were dismissed I would repay him
with haterest.
"Sha!" said rabbi, in his deep, govern-
ing voice, "ff you promise to be good I
will tell you a story afterward."
1 This made us quiet soon enough, feu
we always delighted in the stories of
Henderson, Ky.-Grand Lodge K. our past glories. Yet I must say that
of P. of Kentucky. Dates of sale July peihaps we thought more of the com
23rd, 4th and 25th, 1906, limited to hag story than of our prayer. Then, in
July 28th 19°6. Round trip rate 
2
the Hebrew sing-song, we began to re.,
cite a psalm with real vigor. Our heads43.45- shook, our feet swung, and, to complete
the noise, the bench creaked terribly
When we had finished Rabbi Joseph
began as follows:
"You know it is sometimes a relief
be tell all that lies upon one's heart'
voice and gathered
The annual $5.00 excursion to Chi-
cago via-. I. C. R. R. will be run
Tuesday, August 21st. A great many
people are preparing to take advan-
tage of this special excursion, which
- is the most popular run by the Illi-
nois Central railroad.
Opening Shoshuni Indian Reserve-
eion--Tickets on sale to ‘Vorland or
Shoshoni, Wyo., from now until July
2oth, r906, limit August 15th, 1906.
Round trip rate $31.10.
Owensboro, Ky-Seven Hills Chau-
tauqua. Dates of sale August 1st
to 21st, 1906, limit August 22nd, 1906.
Rotaid trip rate $5.70, limit three days
from date of sale. Round trip rate
$4.75.
Washington, D. C.-Negro Young
Peoples' Christian and Educational
Congress. Dates of sale July 27th,
3oth and 31St, 1906, limit August 8th,
1906, by depositing ticket and paying
fee of so cents, limit can be extended
to September 8th, 1906. Round trip
rate $21.50.
Lexington, Ky.,--National Grand
Lodge United Brothers of Friendship
.and Sisters of the Mysterious Ten.
Dates of sale July 29th, 30th and
August 1st, igo6, limit August 5th,
1906. Round trip rate $9.35.
Louisville, Ky.-Special excursion
train leaves 8:50 a. m., Sunday, July
29th, 1906, tickets good returning on
excursion train only, leaving Louis-
ville 4:oo p. m., July 31St, 1906.
Round trip rate $2.00. Tickets on
sale at city office, 510 Broadway, Sat.
eirday, July 28th, also Sunday morn-
ing, July 29th
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn.-
National Encampment Grand Army
-of the Republic. Dates of sale Aug-
test nth, 12th and t3th, 1906, return
limit August 315t, 1906; by deposit-
ing ticket and paying fee of 50 cents
tickets can be extended to September
3oth, 1906. Round trip rate $14.80.
Atlantic City, N. J. and return-
423.70. Dates ef sale August 2nd,
1906, return limit August 13th, 1906.
Train No. 104 August gth, 1905, re-
lurn limit August 23rd, 3906. August
.16th 1906 return, limit August 31st,
1906.
Niagara Falls, N. Y. and return.-
/17.05. Dates of F al e-t rains No. 122
and No. 102 July 27th and No. 104
July 28th, 1906, return limit August
8111, 1906. Train No. 122 e.nd No. 102
August 8th and No. 104 August 9th,
teak, return limit August 20th.
"Trains No. 122 and 102 August 24th
and Ne. lot Augest 25th. 1906, return
limit September tith. 1906.
Old Point Comfort, Va., and re-
turn, $18.70. Tickets will be sold for
trains 122 altd 102 of August Toth,
and 101 on ,Nugust title 1906, 4-ii5ited
to August 25t11, 1906.
\ Asheville, N. C.,Annual Convention
"Commercial Law League of America.
Dates of sale July 28, 29. and 30tli
ioo6 limit August 8th, 1906. By de-
positing ticket and paying fee of
*fty cents tickets can be extended
-to September 30th, 1906. Round trip
rate $15.25.
J. T. Donovan, Agent.
Office 510 Broadway.




Almost every coal dealer claims
'his coal is the best but there is only
one coal theta can prove it. The Pittc-
"burgaCoal office, 125 Broadway. Both




"I had wealthy parents and received
a good education. My youth passed
away happily, for I knew no cares
When I was 22 years old I married
Bather, a good and beautiful maiden.
She was the daughter of Rabbi Ben
Era. As pure as a lily was her soul.
Oh, Father, keep it within thy care!"
Here he lifted up his hands and his
voice was full of passion, while two
tears ran down his cheeks and lost
themselves within the ringlets of hie
beard.
We boys put our arms upon one an-
other's shoulders and seemed to nestle
closer to the speaker.
"Not long," he concluded, "was my
home to be the source of comfort fox
the poor and homeless, for the czar is
sued an edict expelling the Hebrews et
the villages. I had to go where all me
brethren went. Into the gloomy ghettos
of a few large, overerowded cities. At
Vilna I suffered the woes of my people
I gave myself up to teaching by day
and I studied by night.
"One evening when I was at
studies in my humble dwelling I
comforted that the Russians could
at least, take my Esther from
Then, with a tremendous crash, the
doors were suddenly thrown open, an
two drunken °dicers entered. Thee
thrust my wife awa;-. and, seizing me
by the collar, they (nagged me into the
cold, snowy streets. I heard the
screams and shrieks of Esther. Oh!
I can'hear them yet. They echo dry
and hollow within my heart.
"I was placed upon a wagon, on
which I found many of my miserabie
brethren. We afterward found out that
the army wanted soldiers, and this is
how it got them. After a tew days'
journey we arrived at a village inhab-
ited by peasants. Each man was given
to a peasant who did with him as he
liked.
"I had to work from daybreak until
tight, and my food was coarse brown
bread. I sleet in the static among the
foiii straw In the winter, and in the at.
tic in the summer. If I did not please
my master I could be dogged to death
Who cared? My place would soon be
filled. Thus I passed some time, for
!toe was a scrt of preperation to ento
the army.
"At last I succeeded in escaping, ane
fled to this free country. Oh, yob
eho are yet young, take pride in thi.•
land of freedom. If she doe.s not re
qetre you to die for her, then live lot
her and wake her glorious!"
The sun vas already declining an,
silence reigned in the room.
"And your wife, your wife!" we re-
minded him. For answer he handed
a newspaeer. This 11 what we read
"Esther, the daughter of Rabbi Ben
Era, died at Viten. All feel her lose,
fer she was like a grandmother to fir
whole community. She had lived a IJf,
of unselfiehinees and self-sacrifice. Shea
was an angel of the eielt and the poor.
e!ay her soul rest in peace."
"And there remains one thing for me
now, said Rabbi -Joseph. "I too, want
to rest in. peace. If I could but tread
upon the land of my forefathers I
ahould be satiefled. Judah, oh, Judah!
how long are thou to roam?"
Then his head sank lower and lower,
as if bowed down by grief and suffer-
ing. The shadows of darkness crept
into the room and our rabbi seemed
unconnek,un of us. We quietly arose
and walked out of the dark room. leav.
frig our rabbi with head still bent.
I forgave Moses his pranks, and at
we walked along we Rang the "Hatik-
eah." When we reached our homer
the street lamps were already kindled
and a cool breeze was blowing -N. 'V
Takao.
Friend-But, my dear, he's dissipated 
IF 
Minn' (to farmer's boy in the SW)
and indolent and entirely unfit for a -Digging potatoes, eh?
husband. I Farmer's Boy-Yep.
Widow-But he's just about poor Visitor-and what do you get for
Henry's build, digging potatoes?
Friend-What hal; that to do with Farmer's Boy-Nawthini; but I git
It? aomethin' far not diggin"em.
Widow-Henry left such a quantity Visitor-Indeed? What would you






Personal Matter with Him.
"Grimmer seems violently opposed
to clubs. Is it on personal or general
grounds?"
"Personal, I think. He met his wife
at the golf club, courted her at a coun-
try club, married her between club
meetings, and now all the money be
pays her for alimony goes to keep up
her club dues."-Judge.
Deeply Ingrained.
"What kind of man is old Whees-
!eke?" asked the newcomer.
"Wheezicks?" said the other. "He's
the contrariest most selfish old wretck
that ever lived. When one of his
teeth aches, there's not another toot)
In his head that sympathizes with it.'
-Chicago Tribune.
USUALLY.
▪ wonder what ailment the kias.
tag germ causes.
He-,-Palpitation of the heart. -ad.
sago Daily News.
Too Past.
A daring young MLA named Maggio
Yell out of a busted balloon;
He fell ou ht. neck,
Exclaiming: "Sy Flask.
I reckon I landed tapir:ma."
—Milwaukee Sentinek
Disapproved.
Mamma-Why don't you play with
Johnny Jones?
Tommy-He shoots craps for mons,
Mamma-My dear child! And yolk
don't think that's nice, do you?
Tommy-Naw, he always wins we-
srything I got!-Cleveland Leader.
Too Much for Her.
Algernon-And what did ycrar Lathes
say when you told him I had proposed,
dearest?
Gertrude-Oh, Algernon Only a bar-
gain counter phonograph would repeat
such awful language!-Chicago Daily
News.
The Eternal Problem.
And as he continued to gaze at her.
it struck him that he had never beheld
a woman so beautiful. One thing eel;
seemed lacking.
"I've simply nothing to wear," Os
said, with a languid sigh of regret.
No Time to Lon.
Millicent-It doesn't seem quite rig/i
for those men to court that young widos
so soon after her,hnsband's death.
Hortense-But this is an exceptional
case.. Everybody is saying that black is
unbecoming to her.-Puck.
Appropriate.
She-Mrs. Fleshly says she's going
to have her winter hat trimmed with
stuffed squirrels.
He-Well, I always said she was ts
tinned to be nutty In her sky-piece.-
Detroit Free Press.
Compatibility.
"How is your son getting on with his
work?"
"Beautifully," answered the father of
the gilded youth. "He never troubles
It, and it never seems to trouble him."-
Washington Star.
The Custom.
"Who was the man that was kick
lug so about the crowded cars?" asked
the conductor.
"He just got off," said a passenges











It Out of Business.
man to-day with a
wagon drawn by a
he had been going
with that outfit for
isn't it?
?"
didn't kick at the
music."-Yonkers Statesman.
She'd Keep It.
"But can you keep bowler he
asked, doubtfully; ftw he was, above
ail things, a practical man.
you get a house sad put It in my
Dame," she replied promptly, "I'll keep
It all right enough."
Matters being thus satisfactorily set-
tled, their engagement was announced.
-Judge.
Another to Hold Him for Awhile.
"You seem to be thoughtful," said
Mrs. Henpeck.
"I am," replied Henry. "I was just
thinking that it would be a wonderful
thing if we could know as much as
we make people think we know."
"Pouf! It wouldn't be vary wonder-
ful In your cass."-Ohicago Record'
Herald.
Self-Defense.
Saleslady-I am resigning my posi-
tion. I'm going to marry Mr. Kasticial-
tar, of the necktie counter.
Manager-Why not keep on working.
anyhow?
Saleslady-Gee! Yea don't know
Bobby. If I don't quit my job, he will.
Cleveland Leader.
Papa's Viewpoint.
Her Father-What are your pros-
pects, sir?
The Suitor (modestly)-I am fifth
vice president of the Brazen Assurance
society.
Her Father-Well, you may come
and see me again, if the jury acquits
you!-Puck.
The Flat and the Tenement Defined.
Lady-What is the real difference
between an apartment, a fiat and a ten-
ement house?
Janitor-In an apartment the ladies
don't have no children; in a flat tn."
has one or two. More than two makes
any house a tenement, mum.-Judge.
Extra.





"So many unnecessary feet, you
know."-Cleveland Leader.
Calldown.
"Ilnoolts says he would never wear
ready-made clothes."
"Possibly. But he spends ready-
made dollars. If his father hadn't loft
loft them to him he wouldn't hen
!enough to buy a second-hand sult.."-.
I Detroit Free Press.
Everything Quiet.
Church-Everything 18 quiet over In
Philadelphia, I suppose.
Gotham-Oh, yet; a man over there




"Goodness, but you are tight!" said
the girdle ttii the corset.
"Well, Ybu see I've been on a bust,"
answered the stapes,. "with a merry
laugh.-Cleveland Leader.
Where There's a Will.
"Old Scadds says he is dying for
love of me."
"Better hurry and marry him, then,
if you expect his dying to no you any
good."-Houston Post.
fducation and Literature.
Mrs. Knicker-Jack writes for $50
quick to buy books.
Xnkker-Strikes me those college
books must be among the six best sea:
ers.-N. Y. Sun.
One good Point.
"Was his flying machine a success?"
"Oh, yes; it failed to work before it
OK far enough-up to hart."-Life.
Troubles of the Rich.
/again-Why does that millionaire
beast of Ms aaceetry?
Waggies-Because he can't very wetl
boast of his posterity, when his daugh.
ter eloped with the coachman and his
two sons are taking the gold cure.-.
Puck.
An indorsement.
"Do yen regard the political future
it this country as secure?"
"Yes," answered Senator !Sorghum
"I have thought the matter over and I
Mill consider politics an entirely safe
Investment."-Washington Post
THE TYRA/I/CAL LANDLADY.
Mr. Spider-What, Moth movins
again? I thought you were setSed tot
the winter in the Chiffonier flats.
Mr. Moth-I thought so, too. but jusi
IS 1 81111 getting sntigly comfortable thi
illid:sely balled te utile-Kansas Cite
Star.
A Reflection.
**The ocean looks like sea and copper,"
Ore often hears this on the beach;
Tho simile le apt and proper—
here water—lots of It—In sack.
—Life.
GOOl MORN1 NG
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line eil
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled*
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
d D.Hannan
Both Phones aor. 232 Smith F °mirth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
Cyclone Insurance
$6.001FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
•-•A••••••
Abram L Well & Co.,
CampbelliBuilding. Both Phones 369
The Register, delivered, 10c per week
Thought She Had a "leash."
Patience-It's scandalous!
Patrice-What is scandalous?
"Why, my sister was out playing golf,
yesterday, and she said she bad &mashie
on the links!"-Yonkers Statesman.
Not Treasure Trove.
Rnicker-It's a pretty honest world.
Backer-Yes, indeed, the man who
finds Nutt goes to a lot of trouble to
return it to the owner.-N. Y. Sun,
Lineage
Mrs. Oldblood-Do you go back to
William the Conqueror?
Mrs. Newblowl :so, but ouribov is
1 tuarberbook.-DL L Sen. -
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY goth. noL
SOUTH BOUND No. km
Leave C.anciastati . 8:2o a.m.
blame Lous.vilbø  12:0h p.m.
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Norse Branch • 2 :28 p.m.
Leave Central City  3:30 p.m. 
Lee,,Nortonville  4:08 p.m.








AIPIPIN.Lees• • • ••  • l• •,• • •• 
Aerive Jackson  




































Leave New Orleans 
heave Memphis -




























































NORTH BOUND M. 3o6
1/11frev Paducah • as:40 Pm
Aerie, Carbondale  425 p.m.
Sarive Chicago  6:30 a.m.





















11:00 atri. • • •..• .....
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LANE.
NORT BOUND tot-8ot 135435Leave Nashville .... ..., ii:to a.ra.
Leave Hopkinaville  1 t :20 a.m. 6:so a.m.
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m. 745 "11.
Arrive Paducah  4:15 Pim, 9.25 11.111,
Leave Paclucah .  6:15 p.m. 9130 a.m.
Arrre Ceiro 444,0 7:45 p.m. 111:10 1 M
Arr•ve St. Louis  7:20 a.m. 4/3o p.m































Trains marked (*) run daily except Suaday. AU other trains riesdaily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati.Memphis and New Orleans; trains 101 ana toa sleepers between Louis-vflle, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains ftor and 82o sleepers betweesPaducah and St. Louis. Train 8ot connects at East Cairo with Chimp)sleeper. For further informatics's, address,
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Kedical Authorities Putting Perth
Their Beet Efforts to Check
Inroads of the Pell
Diemtube.
The commission which was appointed
last year by the New York board of
health to study pneumonia and whose
preliminary report has just 'eeen sum-
marized by the press, is composed of
men of high professional rank, says the
New York Tribune. Yet the problems
Involved in the inquiry are so serious
that there is no danger of securing too
exalted a grade of talent for their solu-
tion. '1 he diocese which the oouimis-
Mon has been considering has risen into
peculiar prominence of late. AC one
time consumption caused more deaths
than any other malady and pneumonia
ranted second as a cause of morality.
Within the last tea or lifteep years the
two have exchangal places in some parts
of the Uultad States, if not in the me-
tropolis. Consumption, as a moat of
the adoption of more enlightened meth-
ods of prevention and treatment, works
a little less havoc now than fornerly.
Pneumonia, on the other hand, finds a
greater number of victims in proportion
to the population. There is &rotted for
the belief that grip has contributed
materially to this result because it Is
often a prelude to an attack of pneu-
monia and it sadly isqualifies a man for
sucoessful resistance to an illness cf an-
other nature. Remover, whateser the
cause, the increased prevalence of pceu.
monis has excited tb gravest alarm and
perplexity in the medical profession.
The commission is oonvinceo that.
like tuberculosis, the more acute type of
hag (Demme is attributable to the pres-
ence of microbes &Di that the latter 41-0
disseminated by the drying of sputum
from patients. The organisms are not
easily borne about Ly the air so long as
they are moist, but afterward they are
ea neatly circulated as dust particles.
This fundamental fact shown the desir-
ability of deluging • sick room with sun-
light, promoting fi rentliat ion and us-
ing • broom only when the floor has
been @prink I ed.
Some puzzling facts have been elicited
in the course of the investigation con-
ducted by Dr. Darlington's experts. One
is that pueuniococci, the supposed cause
of the disease, are sometimes carried in
the mouths of persons for weeks with-
out product's any apparent effect. In
like manlier they are observed in the se-
cretions of patients who have recovered
for • considerable interval after the dis-
appearance of ether symptoms.. This
second phenomenoe resembles one
which often follows an attask of typhoid
fever and gives rise to the question how
long such parsons may threaten the
health of their associates and neighbors.
Perhaps more Unlit on this matter may
be afforded by further observation.
Such information should prove useful
In the devising of sanitary precautions
for a community in whieb pneumonia
prevails.
Prevention is Definitely preferable to
cure, but good generals consider what to
do Li their first line of defense tails. The
only remedial agent to which the colli-
sion refers ls a blood serum derived
from an immune animal. Experiments
were made, evidently with a view to ob-
taining hints as to the value of an an-
titoxin of this kind, other ventures of
the mule character having been made
repeatedly in the last few years. The
verdict rendered is a little obscure, but,
while the commission seems to have
found that a serum, as now prepared,
might be serviceable for purposes of
diagnosis, It appears to be silent about
the remedial and protective qualities of
the article However, if the serum
which a few physicians even now em-
ploy, is not all that could be desired, im-
proved methods may yet develop one
that can be more heartily recommended.
Bagpipes and Gardeners.
"Tom" Jenkinson, bead gardener at
the Peacock conservatories, whose
chrysanthemums are on view to the
with a parintoaate.love for all tillage
number of 3.5a0, is an ardeat Scotch manni
that come troth the Land o' the Heather.
He and a few kindred souls have organ.•
Med a bagpipe band that will soon show
Pittsburg the row-Ma:I:Ms la untamed
HIghlard melody. N.r. Jenkinson is the
leader and every man of them wears
kilts after the manner born. It is one
thing to play the bagpipe, but to do it
promaly one mast have the blooi of a
proper clan in one's veins to give the
true "skirl." Mr. JenkinsOn holds that
a Scotchman and only a Scotch man can
be a good gardener or a piper. "As
Englishman learns to be a gardener
from the top down," says Jenkinson
'A Sootcbman starts from the bottom
with a spade digging vegetables. That's
why so many gardeners come front
• '-"land. They learn bit by' bit over
there."—Pittsburg Dispatch.
STENOGFtA7HER 6' ENGUSH.t
Some of Their Blunders Yaks the
Zmpleyar's We a Burden—
A Pew Iastancea.
In some stenographic systems an
arbitrary sign may stand for one, two
or even three words. Sometimes the
mistranslation of otie of these signs
leads to funny results, says Success
Magazine.
"The deed shocked the nation to the
heart-core," was what was said, and the
typewriter evolved: "The dead shocked
the notion to the hard car." "Therms°,
Was but transient, though," was hardly
recognizable as -The ranuaer wee
trains end through." • rear-end soh-
lieloa was evidently la that girl's mind.
"As manna fed the Jews," was in-
geniously tortured by another young
woc.an Into "As mamma fed the jags."
Yet she was a Sunday school teacher.
"Plays, creeps and laugh& the limo-
cent," crooned the mho, oce day, mouth-
ing the opening lines of some projected
baby verses. When the typewrite,
tapped out: "Plays craps and leaves the
Innocent," he scanned her visage
Palbly.
I He said: "The voice of Dr. Jocelyn
was heard calling for assistance," and it
cams out: "'The vice of Dr. Josh Lane
was hard killing four assistants."
When "But she held Jake too dearly
for that, and so—passed on," was dic-
tated, and it came out: "But she held
Jacks, two, drawing for that and so
passed, one," would it have been unjust
to credit the girl at the machine with
an elementary knowledge of gambling?
Occasionally a new beast or bird is
discovered by the typewriter, thus:
•'The sea-quail was, etc.," the intention
being "the sequel was, etc." This was in
Use with a blunder made by the same
girl, who had avowed that "a gull sunk
the schooner," instead of "a gale:" On
another occasion she declared that a
pair of lovers "hatched up • pretty
aquirtel," instead of their having
"patched up a petty quarrel."
Having confessed that once upon a
time she had been a waitress in a popular
restaurant, the reason is clear why
"Foist the males of the dynasty" was
clicked out: "First, the meals of the
dinnersty." This sounds like • "made-
up," but it is fearful fact.
"The president was heard with no-
claim," dictated the man. -The present
was hard with a clam." was what the
typewriter insisted that he had said, as
she tearfull; hunted for her notes.
i
How Witch Hazel Shoots Its, Seeds.
EXODUS OF IRISH YOUTH.
Aged Parente and Small Broth's.
and Sisters Left in the
Villages.
It is largely as a result of the unpre-
cedented loss of half its population in
half a century that the present coedit-km
of rural Ireland is so Interesting &study.
says Plummer F. Jones, in American
Monthly Review of Jheviews. The de-
population of Ireland has largely
changed the life of the people, and the
Ireland of to-day lacks much of being
the Ireland of GO years ago.
Owing to lack o: labor, the former is-
tensive cultivation cf the soil has
ceased. Tillage has been superseded by
leeetuzagi.. s nisands of acres that in
former yeare were teeming with labormse
planting and working potatoes and
turn I, a, and harvesting wheat and oats,
are now turned out In (masa and the
song of the laborers and the le hetUng of
sc,i thee have been hushed, and in their
place can be henni the lowing of cattle
and the Melding of sheep bells.
In all parts of the middle, south and
west of Ireland one sees evidences of
this remarkable change—more remark-
able since the signs of former poseeesiot,
and cultivation are still so evident. For
t;0 years the young and vigorous farm
hands have been dropping the hoe and
spade and emigrating to America, leav-
ing behind them to attempt their work
their infirm old parents and their little
brothers and sisters. The children
dream through their boyhood and girl-
hood of the time when they in turn can
go down to Queenstown and sail on the
big ship for New York or Boston.
Whole villages have thus been robbed
of their young people, and vast country
sections that once teemed with vigorous
farm laborers now contain but a handful
of men who are really capable of bard
labor. Indeed, one of the most striking,
and at the same time most melancholy,
sights in rural Ireland to-day is the un-
usually large number of despondent-
looking old men and women who mope
absent-mindedly about the roadways of
the country-side or the alleys of the
hundreds of semi deserted villages.
Their sons and daughters have grown up
and gone to seek their fortunes in the
Do you know that the witch hazel west. Not one in a hundred of them will
shoots its seeds ten or fifteen feet? If ever return to hoe and spade the rocky
you want a brand-new sanitation, bring old Irish fields again,
home some branches of witch hazel hav-
ing both flowers and unopened seed pods Cheering.
on them and put them in vases of water. "Didn't those •t !neer*
The pods burst at the mdst unexpected a  a •
times, waking you in the night and pep-
mcecpering you with their hard, shiny. black .
seeds. Branches that are to be used for • • "'I '
a party must be selected with care, to I II • • • '
be sure of having perfectly fresh flowers I ly u.r ,
and seed pods that have not opened. if iimMon Star.
It is possible to do so, cut them the same I
day they are needed. v they must be•
cut the day before they are needed, put
them in a cold place in water and wrap
a (lamp cloth arourd the branches, in
.Order to prevent the flowees from with-






Mine Hospitals in Africa.
Positions as matrons of mine hos-
pitals are much sought after by nurses
in South Africa. Tharly all the Johan-
neeburg mines has their private hos-
e!!-i , the matrons of which are well
paid and have ooraGartaLle apartments.
BLANKETING OF
MRS. WORTHINGTON
BY 11, E. KISER.
"Robert," said Mrs. Faddlewalte. "I
"What's the trouble." be asked.
"I hope you won't think I'm extrav-
agant, and I know it is so hard for
you to scrape up money enough to pay
the horrid bills that aways come along
about the lint of the month, but I
simply must have $20."
"Twist—say, Mabel, what de you
think I am—the son-in-law of sonic
life insurance president? You might
as well ask me for twenty m:Ilion. Do
ou know that our expenses for last
month were $63 more than my sal-
ary? If you are acqualniad with any-
holy who can tell ea' how to make
ends meet when things are going that
way bring them around and I'll pay
aim well for his thne. What do you
want $20 forr
"Oh, never mind, old Mr, Croespatob.
I'll get along without it some way,
krow that I'm sat worth half what
cost you, and—and I'm going to take
• eteonranhy or music or be a Carts-
!Ian Science healer or something, so
Mee I will be able to earn money and
-and not always be such an expense
to you. It must be ju—Just terrible
for a man to have to give up every-
thing for a woman he doesn't love,
when he might have so much if be had
never married her, and—"
"There lItte girl what's the use of
talking that way? You know I'd be
the happiest man in the world if I
sould pile bundles of money at your
feet every morning and give you the
privilege of doing what you liked with
it. But really you know,. I didn't
expect to be called co for any more ex-
tras for a few weeks and had it all
figured out so that I'd be just about
able to start in even next month. Of
coarse I can give you the money 11
you absolutely need it but—"
"Oh if there are to be any bun,
please don't say anything more about
it. I appreciate ycur kindness, dear,
and I know that ycu have a generous
nature, and it must be awful selfish of
me to leave you to practice all the self-
lintel. Never mind, I'll get along with-
out IL I will show you that I can be
brays, even if I am merely a uaeless ex-
pense to you."
"Hurrah! Now it's be so pleasant
for tee to go away to wcrk and keep
thinking all day of our Joyful parting.
Just imagine me whistling gayly at my
desk as I remember that little old $20
and the look you gave me as you told
me you'd get along without it. In my
mind's eye lean see yself calmly smok-
ing my cigar after lunch and thinking,
as I watch the rings curl upward, of you
here, radiantly happy because of your
noble sacrifice. Oh, yes! But come on,
Jean, let's not quarrel over • little
money. Of course ymu can have it What
am I earning mor.e; for if it isn't to
give you happiness? And please don't
talk any more about doing things for
the purpose of earning cash yourself.
You earn It as it is. Your love is worth
a thousand times what—"
"Dearest," she cried, pulling his face
down to hers, "fr.rgive me for saying
what I did. You know I appreciate your
generosity, don't you? Ah, If you could
only know how long the hours seem
when you are not with me! And I
couldn't love or admire you more tbar
I do If you stre so rich that you could
buy everything John D. has and turn
him out of house and home. Have ye..
the money with you or shall I have to
get a check cashed"
"Here it Is. What are you going to
buy?"
"Why, you see, I heard from Mae
Westeott. the dressmeker, yesterday.
and she can come to me three days this
week, so shall have to get something
for her to make up."
"But I thought you said the other day
that you had all the clothes you were
going to need for Rahn.'"
"Yes, I have. only Miss Westentt har
these three days that sb e. can give me."
"I can't see why you should feel that
you are oblMed to hire her eMeely be.
^seise she has three deys for which the
Isn't engaged."
"I'm not, 3-on dear oil ecoee. )-pt !ter
see, if I don't take her MIL Worthiar
ton, who is -mazy to get her, iIl ham
her over theme and fled OW about all the
things I've had rerra 'e and the lace rem
nants and—and—everything, you
know."
"Well, but why shocilii you care, as
king as your clothes fit aell Ned tool
fine and are Just as (mot as if they bai!
cost five or six times as much as they
did"
"Oh, dear!" sac sighed. as s!le ea:
there clutching the money. after he ha.
gone. "I wonder how 'men, being
atup1(1. ever manage to get aim:eaten";
--Caleams Record-Herald.
Must Obey Orders.
As an illustraLon o: carry lag ni!1:tar;
disciplite too lam M.. stem is L.0••• u:
Gen. Nelson A. Miles: "There was a cur
tam n eolonel who, in the middle of .can(
paign was seized wi:h a sudden aruo.
about hygiene. Ile ordered that ai,
men change their shirts at once. 'Ito
order was duly carved out, except I,
the ease of one comenny, where the pri
vatese wardrobts had Learn sally OP
plered. The captain of this conmary in
formed the colonel that none of his met
could change their shirts, since the
had only one apiece. The colonel hest
t ated a moment, then said, firmly: 'Or
ders must be obeyed. Let the trier
hange shirts with each other. "- Boa
ton Herald.
"Learn to lx."
"Learn to mix," Is the advice given
to his pupils by Prof. Frank J. Miller
of the University of Chicago. Most
young gentlemen nowadays do learn
to mix, but the trouble is that their
mixing too often is di 114r with drinks.
The Bell-Ringer
of Ghent
lb, ARTHUR H. VANDENBERG
(Author of "A Congressman Made le
Ordes," oic.)
(Copyright, lees, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
I sat before the hearth in my dark-
ened study. I was musing upon a
strange addition which the afternoon
had brought to my curios. It had come
from Spain—whence the source or
donee I knew not.
My curio was an iron tongue, eaten
with the rust of exposure, corroded
with the age of centuries. Here and
there were seams aid collie that stood
set like swollen veins in the forearm
of a laborer. The rust I first mistook
tor blood. Blood was not incongruous
with the fantasies which this strange
thing sent swirling through my brain.
Then there were two indistinct in-
scriptions, almost eaten away by the
honeycombing of the elements. At the
upper end of my iron cudgel I deciphered
by aid of the microscope an indistinct
deits-1640. It was set across a coat-of-
artful. The escutcheon I could not
make out; I thought, however, that I
saw a bishop's miter and a heads-
man's ax. On the swollen head was
ent in crude letters: The Tongue of
Roland."
With my strange cudgel of rusty
Clack came a scrap of parchment, evi-
dently torn from a tower register.
Across the top of the page stood forth
In letters bolder than the rest the title
"Ghent." Then followed this strange
entry:
April 11, 1.540.—To Mr. Jacques Barra,
executioner, for having tortured twice
Jean de Lannoy, bellringer, 12 sous. To
the same for having executed, by fire, said
Lantioy, 60 sous. For baying thrown his
cinders into the River Scheldt, 4 sous. Foe
it/ticking out the Tongue of Roland, 80 sous.
The Tongue of Roland hung be-
fore the mantel. The flickering
flames swung its long black shadow
tack and forth across the tiles.
And then a strange thing happened.
I fell into a waking slumber: I
dreamed of the Tongue of Roland, of
the bishop's miter and the headman'
ax, of Jacques Barra and De Lannoy,
I caught a glimpse of the story of my
rusty black cudgel. Here is the tale:
•
"I've seen pictures like It, John. It's
islands by two intersecting streams,
A :..)
land sea, cut into a score or more ol
bound together by a web of stone
and wooden bridges In the heart of
this inland archipelago was spread a
broad plaisance From its martian
borders rose a four-walled trivet
capped at a height of half a thousand
feet with a golden dragon. Beneath
the dragon swung a monster bell.
The city was Ghent. The inscrip.
than across the bell was s!mple: "My
name is P lard; when I am rung has-
tily then there is a fire; when I re
sound in peals there is a storm in
Flanders."
Jean de Lannoy was the bellman
For 60 years he had swung upon the
hempen chain which loosened Roland'e
tongue. Ile bad called the burghers
together to fight back invasions of the
northmen. He had signaled for rebel.
lion and seen plebeians plunge theie
swords in one another's backs.
But to-day Jean de Lannoy was ir
gr ef. He was pulling, slowly ane
sadly, the final stroke upon the cab
hich brought the weavers from thea
work and finished their day of toil
1:Mani's tongue beat out two peals
hieh echoed acroas the city painted
scarlet by the setting sun. Scarlet was
a fitting hue, for Flanders had Jule
sashed hersPlf In gore. Then, to
though in echoing challenge, rang out
the sharp shrill notes of a bugle. De
Lannoy hastily flimi the he:I.agn rope
to the great spit 11 the a al, end de-
scended Lilo stone Netts to th- prison
floor, lie was met by a sto.t knurl:
upon the outer doer,
'Who comes?" he shouted to the un-
known Invader. He leaned rorwercl
Oh ear intently fixed against the cas.
hag.
"I, JACQUPS Barra, with an orenla
From the emperor." •
"Jacqaes Darrel" he gasped, clasp-
ing hls hands to hls breast with a
deep-drawn shudder. "Jacques Barra!
He of the black heart and dripping ax!
Who tortured to a lingering death II
Flemings yesterday, here Lefore tbli
iery belfry!"
"Open to me and my warrant!"
shouted the voice.
"Warrant!" De Lannoy muttered.
There was yet fresh in his mind the
dread scenes of the week past. Charles
V. had entered Ghent in pomp and
splendor at the head of archers, hal-
birdmen and musketeers, armed to ths
teeth. He bad come to quell the in
surrectionlann e .0. fired by the Tongue
aRoland, bad taken up arms to m
th 
-
idst e impost of a tribute tax levy
of one million caroll. The emperor had
given over 11 of the ringleaders to
death   by fire at the hands of Jacques
Barra. But still his vows of ven-
geance were uusatiated. There re-
mained the Tongue of Roland and the
bellman from whose hand had swelled
the calls to war.
, Jacques Barra beat a:;ain upon thi
door. De Lannoy stood within with
back set hard against the great oak
panels. Then he shot back the chains,
rolled the door, and bowed low acrose
the threshold before the gorgeous bar-
aid. Upon the bell-rho er's right arm
was sewed a telltale Imal of wInte.
It was the badge of the rebellion.
Barra looked down upon be Lannoy,
: said with a sneer upon his scarred and
bearded countenance, gruffly interpo-
lated:
am the man of Charles. By his
order I am commanded to take posses-
sion of this belfry, tear from its roots
the Tongue of Roland"—he stopped
. short a moment, and then added in
tones inteaded is sink into the heart
of the bellman—"and shiuld I enooun-
1 ter resistarice, I am to use my own
'discretion, Remember LevIen Pyl!"
"Who was Levien Pyl?" sullenly
answered De Lannoy, sparring for
time, although be well knew the grew-
some story.
"A man after your own black heart
—a dog of a traitor with a white badge
upon his arm"—he pointed with his
sword toward the bellman's sleeve. "He
died—but unhappily. I, the man of
Charles, crushed his fingers one by one
until he swooned from loss of blood."
He laughed mockingly and threw his
steel gauntlet into De Lannoy's face.
De Lannoy took a quick step behind
one of the attendants and tore from
his hands his short sword. With it he
disposed of the servant from whom
it had been snatched, and turned upon
the herald. The 1..ounded attendant
fell to the mosaic pavement with a
groan. Like hungry tigers two other
fellows leaped upon the bellman's back
before he could make another move,
and bore him to the ground.
A leathern thong was wrapped
around De Lannoy's wrists and twist-
ed taut until cruel channels were
gcuend into the unprotected skin.
"Now for the bell, men," Barra
cried, pointing upward with his sword.
"Tear out the clapper—and make short
work of it."
It was quickly done; Roland's
tongue hung upon a coupling which
co* man could readily locsen.
Barra laughed again with the old
sneer. He took the hempen rope
with which the bellman had been
wont to ring his bell, and, deftly run-
n:ng up the ladder in the wall, fas-
tened it to the coupling in the heart
of Roland from which the clapper had
swung.
Then he dropped the coll. It fell
directly in De Lannoy's upturned face
The Delman groaned in anticipation
of his fate.
Barra kindled a fire in the oorner of
the tower. He broke the chairs and
table, feeding their kindling into the
names. Into the heart of the blaze he
thrust the heavy end of the bell clap-
per. In silence he watched it for sev-
eral momenta. De Lannoy in a frenzy
cursed him once. Barra only laughed
and drew the iron tongue from the
Hamm. The end was white with heat.
Quickly he carried the tongue to
the hempen rope, and, fastenira it
through the coupling, hung it over
De Lannoy's face. It swung ten inches
above him, yet the heat turned the
bellman's cheek a livid green, and cam:
Into his eyes the fire of a demon.
Barra drew a fagot from the fire and
touched It to the hempen rope. The
strands caught the flame, and a tiny
ringlet of smoke floated out into the
air. Barra thrust his hands deep
into his pockets and with stating eyes
watched first the burning rope, then
the white-hot tongue of iron, then the
fare of his victim. De LannoyM teeth
were set as in a vise. His jaws stood
out as from a skull. His eyebrows al-
ready were burned away.
The room was dark as the blackest
night. The two attendants huddiml
shivering. against the remotest corner
of the tower. Their eyes were fixed
upon the rope in ghastly stare. The
wave of smoke grew heavier. Now
and then the burning strands sput-
tered their threatening warning. The
iron tongue was trembling. It
lurched--once—twice--then an awful
scream of agony burst through the
tower walls, bounding from the belfry
In terrorielng echo, -Mating the sky ot
Ghent as had the tongue td Roland.
• • • 
e S
I Jumped to my feet with a cry or
fright. My fact and brew were wet
with cold sweat. I was trembline
from hem( to foot. Intuitively 1
glanced to the mantelpiece for Om
Tongue of Roland. It hal fallen te
the hearth, and the end which la,
in the smouldering fire was white wit!
heat.
THE FIRST GRIN.
Well, baby wee, Just yesierdey
You smiled on me In such a way
With such a toothless, winsome grin
As oper.ed gates to let me In—
To let me In and make me gad—
The Joys of being just a dad.
'Twee your first grin, and, I allow,
I feared you didn't quite know how
To crack a enni;e; you've looked so glum
At me just ever since you come
That I we. worried, I avow;
But •:-.at's a:l past and done with now.
I was Just holding your wee hand
When you locked up with such a bland
And rummy grin, I swear la you
I didn't know .117st what to do,
Bu: brought my foot down with a thump
That brought your mother on the Jump
An', when I pointed down at you,
She gave n look an she grinned, too:
An' there we were hunched up, we three,
Each one a-grinnIn': seemed to be
A reeler graifest; Lea' y'ror heart,
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Dawson and Dawson concentrated
by bottle or case. Dawson water in
bulk at 30c gallon. Will gladly order
any water we do not have in stock.
Bring your prescriptions here.
McPherson,s
Drug Store.
POUR MTH AND BROADWAY.
WANTS
WANTED—Bilious people to take
Soules' Liver Capsules 25c. R. W.
WALKER & CO., Fifth and Broad-
way.
FOR RENT—Eight-room resi-
dence in West End. All modern
conveniences. Apply to L. S. Du-
Bois.
FOR RENT—Three story brick
building at 103 South Second, now
occupied by Paducah Distilleries
company.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied In:married men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
WANTED — Second-hand iron
safe. State price and size in letter.
Address 205 Fourth street.
•  •
LOST OR STRAYED.—White
bull ternor bitch, one white eye and
OM brown eye, both ears cropped
simmers+ to name of "Betsy." Finder
rewarded by returning to W Mans J
Naar 514 Eroadway.
LOST—'Small sig net bracelet be-
tween 7th and Post Office. Finder
return to 802 Broadway and receive
fewer&
NOTICE.
TO THE CITTTIENS 'OF PADU-
CAH. KENTUCKY:
We have completed arrangements
whereby ,3'. E. Wlilliatnson & Co.. of
Paducah, Ky.. 'have rhereorrbe the agents
of your city for our celebrated Green
ever White Bleaching Stone.
Anyone desiring anytiring in Cem-
etery work, would do well to see J.
E. Williamson & Co., and g ve this
, material their consideration before
placing their order.
Very respectfully,
F. J. SCHOLTZ & SON.
Almost every coal dealer claims
his coal is the best hot there is only
one coal that can,prove it. The Pitts-
burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both
phones Nlo. 3. James J. O'Donnel,
General Manager.
175 -PHONE -175
and do your drug shopping
Our delivery service is yours for
the asking—absoluteiv free. Use it
early and often, or late if you wish
—as late as, to o'clock at night.
Don't hesitate to use it. We guar-
antee satisfaction. If the goods we
send out don't suit you return them
Immediately. Our goods are always
worth the money to us.
We make haste.
R. W. W 1.LKER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.
Fifth and /Ewa,.
' P RINSIM 174,
511 'TS TODAY
TESTS ENGINES AND REGIS-
TERS EVERYTHING
IN Is OAD.
General Yardmaster Stonebraker Has
gone For Three Weeks' Vacation
—Harahan Denies Shake-Up.
Yesterday the "dyno-meter" car of
the Illinois Central railroad arrived
here and today the car will leave for
the Louisville division where several
Oays will be spent. The car belongs
to the Illinois Central, but Cs being
used by Professor E. I. Venger and
another instructor from the Cham-
paign, Illinois University. jlese pro-
fessors will be accompanied by Train-
master McCabe and Traveling Engi-
neer Feeny in their tour over the dis-
trict out of here.
The car is arranged with machines
that take grade of every foot of road
condition of track, roadbed, etc., and
also register what an 800 class engine
can do under all pulling circum-
stances, uphill, downhill, slowing up,
etc. The car will be attached to one
of these engines this morning and
carried over the division. In this
way the engine is., tested for benefit
of the road officidls, while the pro-
fessor gets valuable information for
use in instructing pupils of the uni-
versity departments having a bearing
of railroading. The car was here
for years ago testing No. x clars
engines that weigh 75 tins, while now
the largest type, No 800 class weigh-
ing 125 tons, will be tested.
Yardmaster Gone.
General Yardmaster G. M. Stone-
braker of the Illinois Central, is up
North spending three weeks at Chi-
cago, St. Louis and other points. Dur-
.ng his absence his chief clerk, Clar-
ence Graves, is acting as yardmaster.
Shake- ied.
Telegrapnic uispatcnes yesterday
from Nashville, Tenn., stated that
Fourth Vice-president W. J. Harahan
denied the stories sent out of Chi-
cago that next Wednesday the oper-
ating department of the I. C., would
undergo a complete reorganization.
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 12'5
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
The best coal in Paducah.
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
Exploding Lamp Set Fire to Cooper's
Store at RagSand, and Caused
Total Loss.
Word yesterday from Ragland was
that Monday night W. T. Cooper, the
merchant of this city was walking in-
side building to see if tho doors and
windows were properly locked, when
Fe stumbled and fell in such a man-
ner that the lamp exploded and scat-
tered burning oil that quickly ignited
i.nd completely destroyed the estab-
:ishment. The stock was of general
marchandise, valued at $3,000 with
ri2,000 insurance. J. W. McKinney,
Jr., of Ragland, owned the building
that was worth $5oo and insured at
$300.
BURNED BY TAR.
Boiling Composition Splashed Out
Onto Jack McClure, Colored.
Yesterday morning Jack AficClure,
colored, was painfully burned while
working at the bitulithic plant used
by the street -contractors. The negro
was dropping a bundle of tar into
the vat, inside of which was boiling
hot liar being prepared for the street.
The liquid cormipositron splashed out
on ihim, much of it running down
into 'his shoes, while his face and
arms were badly 'burned.
Dck Davis 'has returned from
Derrrer, Colo., and other points.
Mir. Stephen Pool, the undertaker
has returned from visiting in Prince-
ton.
'Hon. 'Hal 'Corbett will return todqy
from .Cincinnati where he went on
legal business.
.Mr. Collin MeGinnie will return to-
day to Creal Sportors, II., after spend-
ing several days here.
BRIDE POPULAR
IN THIS CITY
MISS GERTRUDE CULLOM MAR-
RIED JAMES DUNCAN
HINTON.
Jolly Park Luncheon and .Theatre
Party Complmentary to Misses
Burkhaun.
Word has been received that a few
days ago Miss Gertrude .Cullom of
Nashville and MT. James Duncan of
Nashville had beers married at the
residence of Mr. H. Shaffer of Erin.
Tenn.
The bride is a very beautiful and
talented young lady 'who has many
Padrucah friends, as she often visted
Mrs. R. L Beck of 717 South Ninth
street in this city, and became quite
popular. She was formerly of Gracey,
Ky., and daughter of the late Dr. E.
0. Cullom, a prominent physician of
that oty during his life
The groom is bookkeeper for the
National ,Biscuit Co., of Nashville.
Supper—Theatre Party.
A jolly crowd of yotmg people
were entertained Tuesday evening at
supper at Wallace park. and after-
wards, witnessed the performance at
The "Casino in a body. It was a
charming affair complimenta.ry to the
Misses Burkhant of Cincinnati. who
are visiting Mrs.. J. K. Burk:ham of
West Madison street.
Those in the crowd were: Misses
\Bane Roth, Maggie Lydon, Audrey
Taylor, Mary Burkham, Catherine
Barkham, Lottie Thomas, Louise
Detzel, and Messrs. Gifford Black-
burn, Jessie T /ion Al Roth, Robert
Wilkins, Alfred Harragan, Joseph
TRols, Clarence Goodman and Row-
land Witty.
Charming Dance.
Tlhe young society grrls and boys
enjoyed a delightful do n ce last eve-
ning upon the Wallace parte Pavilion.
Morning at C,ards.
Four tables were filled with happy
card players yesterday morning at
the residence of Mr. Henry Hughes
on West Broadway and a charming
time had by the young hies, wtho
were entertained complimentary to
several visitors in the city. Dainty
luncheon followed the card contest.
"UNCLE" JOE DYING.
Word From Cairo Is That Well
Known Gentleman is on Deathbed
Information last rOght from Cairo
Was that "Uncle" Joe Steagia was
in a dying collation with stomach
trouble and could not last much
longer
With his page a widlehr known
character will expree, as for forty
yeas be as kept the famous saloon
on the river front there, and is known
all over the counry. He has always
been a powerful man with a strong,
staunch following in that city, and
has many Paducah friends.
The Joe Fowles- went to Evansville
yesterday andl comes bads again ta-
MOrrOVe.
The CI), of Saltillo gets out of the
Tennessee river trmiAlt en route to
St. Louis.
The City of Savannah will leave St.
Louis, today and gets here Friday





WHILE OWNER IS ATTEND-
ING CONFERENCE.
Burglars Still Operating in Various
Parts of the City—Police
News.
The manilla! of Barlow telephoned
here yesterday morning that the night
before a farmer drove his horse to the
Methodist conference, being held
there, and hitched the an rnal. When
the owner came out, after the ser-
vice was over, he found the +horse
gone. The Ballow marshal thought
the thief came this way, and Detective
ing country and down to Maxorls
UbSCribe For The RegistFortson drove through the surround- •Moore and Deputy Sheriff Clarho
Mull yesterday, at rerent points re-
ceiving word froipi farmers that par-
ties had passed ith a horse answer-
ing the descr ion. Night came last
evening without the authorities inter-
ceptong the thief, so Deputy Fortson
went on to his home in the country.
and Detective: More caught the train
at Maxon's Mill and returned to the
City.
Special Ten Day's Sale •
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
We are offering a 20 year Gold Filled Case, E gin 7Movement, for $t5.
A Seth Thomas $13.00 Mantel Clock for $7.50
Roger's 1847 Knives and Forks, a set,  $345
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a se t,  .75
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons, a set 
Oursentie line of Cut Glass at 30 per cent, off of regular price.
Our Hand Painted China, fine a a and line in the city, at 50 per cent.
cdf regular price—you must see this line to estimate fully the bargiarts we
are offering
A special reduction on every art icle in our store for to days only—
strictly for cash—
Our repais must give you otitis faction,
Dyes tested free.
Eye-See Jewelry Co.
315 BROADWAY, GUT HRIE'S OLD STAND.
J. A. KONETZICA, JEWELER AND OUTICIAN
21 Years Experience,
More Burglars.
Yesterday morning report Was
made that burglars tried to enter
the home of Mr. Roy Colley and Mr.
W. F. Morns on Madison between
Eighth and Ninth but were scared
away.
Mr. Jacob Friedman of 1535 Trim-
ble street reported yesterday that the
night before he heard burglars rat-
ting the shutters at his house. He
procured his gun, but fell over a
chair and mode such a noise the
marauders pot away before he could
get to them. He heard scampering
in the yard and <ern five shot* out in
the dark, but hit nothing except his
rooster in the hen house. Mr. Fried-
man is bartenckr at The Palmer.
Thieves tr-ed to enter the house
of John W. Reed of 803 South Fotrrth
street early yesterday morning, but
were freigihtenedl away.
Harness Lost.
The propietor of the Kevil Livery
company of Kesil, Ballard county,
telephoned to Capt. Harlan yester-
day that he had lost a set of double
harness, and %Jeep on the lookout
for it.
The Kevil man was here yesterday
morning, and started home overland
with the harness in his rig. He left
The Pakner transfer stable and after
getting down in the country missed
the harness that had been put in
the rear end of this vehicle.
Nina In Too.
Tuesday Nina Hornbroolo, colored,
got out avrarrant charging Nellie
Reed, colored, with abusing her. The
latter was arrested and arraigned be-
fore the police court yesterday morn,.
ing, where the evidence showed the
Horribrook woman was about as
deep into the trouble as the Reed
woman. A warrant was then issued
charging the iHornbrook negress with
a breaoll of the peace in connection
with the affair, and she was arrested
right in the City Hall where she had
corneisto testify against her antognist.
Colonel Victor Van de Male returns
tonight from a drumming trip to Ten-
nessee.
Abram L. Well &
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
'3. W.  HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
OPTICS PHOWL 4114-a RZSIDENCI PHONIC 333,
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
5 Horse Power Motor.
55,4 Horse Fewer Motor.
8 Horse Power Motor,
70 Horse Power Motor.
I sop Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
I II - 133 North Fourth Street.  1
3. P. POOL, L. 0. STEVENS°,
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110. 203. 206B. Third
NOTICE TO CONSUMERS OF COAL: Do not place your fall orders too
-- soon. Wait for prices on our
TRADE WATER COAL
IT IS the BEST and price will be the cheapest
Coal;ifor wagons:atlElevator Both Telephones 254.
Foot of
OHIO
Street. est Kentucky Coal Co.
.1111•601•.10.1............., m.o... OW. Am. • 4.61.
•
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